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ABSTRACT
The presence of dissolved organics in potable water supply is aesthetically undesirable.
Apart from imparting colour, taste and odour to treated water, it is also potentially
hazardous to health. Two types of coconut shell derived activated carbon, KI-6070 and KI-
8085, provided by Kekwa Indah Sdn Bhd, were studied for the removal of dissolved organic
compounds from Sungai Sireh Water Treatment Plant raw water, notorious of its high
organic content. The respective external surface area of the KI-6070 and KI-8085 are
approximately 277 m2/g and 547 m2/g.
The rate constant (K )^ for the KI-8085 was higher than that of the KI-6070, ranging
between 30 and 70 %, for adsorbent dosages between 1.0 and 3.0 g. This was expected
since the total surface area (specific and external surface areas) of the KI-8085 was higher
than that of the KI-6070. The rate constant for the mass transfer was a function of the
adsorbent dosage where both adsorbents indicated a proportional increase in the rate
constant with increasing adsorbent dosage. The increasing dosage raised the intraparticle
diffusion rate constant (KJ for both the KI-6070 and KI-8085, with the KI-8085 having
a higher intraparticle diffusion rate.
Keywords: Kinetic, adsorption, natural organic matter, granular activated carbon
INTRODUCTION
Conventional treatment processes are not sufficiently efficient in removing dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) in water. Water containing high organic matter requires greater
dosage of chlorination at the disinfection stage and consequently increases the formation
trihalomethanes (THMs) in the treated water. This indirectly increases the cost of
processing water. Higher THMs concentration in the water also poses a health hazard
to consumers.
Recently, activated carbon has been identified as the most suitable and economical
way to the removal of selected organic compounds. A thorough understanding of the
adsorption and diffusion qualities of these humic substances is required, as macro-
molecular organic matter is ubiquitous in the aqueous environment (Summers and
Roberts 1988).
The rate of adsorption can be categorised to several steps as follows:
• Transport of solute from bulk solution phase to the boundary layer or surface film
surrounding the adsorbent particle.
• Transport of solute across the boundary layer to the exterior surface of the
adsorbent particle.
• Diffusion of solute within these pores, from the exterior of the particle to the
interior surfaces of the particle.
• The physical or chemical binding of adsorbate to the internal surface of the
adsorbent.
In water treatment, the steps of bulk transport and chemical or physical bonding are
generally rapid, a either film diffusion or pore diffusion or both control the overall rate
of adsorption.
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NOM Removal Kinetics
The resolved mass transfer equation is as follows:
^±L = K L a [ C e - C t ] (1)
at
The equation can be resolved under the following boundary conditions:
C = C for t = 0 and C = C for t -» oo
o c
And the solution of this equation is similar to the Lagergren's mass transfer equation
as shown in the equation below (Namasivayam and Yamuna 1995 ; Low et al. 1996):
q,)-logq-^t (2)
In order to calculate virtual initial concentration Co\ the Lagergren's mass transfer
equations can be modified by introducing an 9 to the logarithmic equation as shown in
equation (3) and (4).
C — C
I n c c c ' = a - K L a t (3)
C.-C, 1 C.-C,
C.-Cea C -C.
Intraparticle Diffusion
The rate for intraparticle diffusion (Kid) is given by Weber and Morris (Namasivayam
and Yamuna 1995) as
q = Kd t°-5 (5)
The kinetics adsorption study by Namasivayam and Yamuna (1995) show that the
linear portions of the curves do not pass through the origin indicating that intraparticle
diffusion is not the only rate limiting control in the adsorption of dye on biogas residual
slurry.
Empirical Model
In order to estimate the rate removal of adsorbate from effluent by an adsorbent, the
following empirical mathematical model has been developed between contact time for
the adsorption of adsorbate (Prakash et al 1987):
Iog(t+1) = K(C - C )A (6)
- C t )llog[log(t + l ) ] - i - l o g K (7)
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of GAC
The GAC used in this study is manufactured by KEKWAINDAH SDN BHD in Nilai. Two
types of activated carbons made from coconut shell were used in this study (KI-6070 and
KI-8085) and the characteristics of both activated carbons supplied by the manufacturer
are given in Table 1.
Grade
KI-6070
KI-8085
Characteristics
Iodine No.
1200 - 1300
1300 - 1400
TABLE 1
of the activated
CTC
6 0 - 7 0
70-80
carbon
Bulk Density
G/cm3
0.47 - 0.51
0.40 - 0.44
3.0
3.0
Ash
- 4.0
-4.0
The information given in Table 1 does not show the specific surface area, characteristics
of the pore size distribution and type of pore volume (micropore, mesopore and
macropore) available in the activated carbons though being important in the adsorption
process (Lambert and Graham 1995; Kameya et ai 1997). Hence, an additional test
(Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) method) is required to characterize the physical
properties of the adsorbents used in study.
The GAC used in this experiment was thoroughly washed with hydrochloric acid 1.0
M and rinsed before boiling with distilled water. This is to remove the unknown
impurities, which will affect the adsorption of the activated carbon (Summers and
Roberts 1988; Srivastana and Tyagi 1995). The GAC was soaked in distilled water for 24
hours and heated in an oven at 105°C for 2 days (Peel and Benedek 1980; Cooney and
Xi 1994). Finally the porosity and specific gravity of the GAC were determined. The GAC
was stored in dessicator until required.
Batch Experiment
All tests were carried out at room temperature and distilled water was used for cleaning
off the apparatus control samples were simultaneously carried out to ensure sorption was
done by activated carbon and not by the wall of the container.
The GACs (KI-6070 and KI-8085) used in the study were supplied by KEKWA in
20x50 mesh size (0.3-0.84 mm U.S Standard). Wetted GAC was ground with mortar and
pestle to pass a 300 mm sieve mesh. This was done since smaller particle will achieve an
equilibrium stage faster as compared to large particle size and therefore, it can reduce
the experimental time required (David et ai 1983; Snoeyink 1991). Normally for batch
studies, the adsorbent material was powdered and sieved to 200-250 mesh particle size
(Srivastana and Tyagi 1995). The resulting powdered carbons were dried at 103°C for
24 hours and stored until for further use.
Time Course Study
Sample of activated carbon (KI-6070 and KI-8085) in the particle size of less than 300
mm were mixed with filtered (0.45 mm filter paper) raw water at 150 rpm where the
NOM concentration was predetermined at a volume of 400ml for 3 days. The pH was
adjusted to pH 5.0 using mild hydrochloric acid (pH 4) for the batch experiment. Each
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solution (4 ml) in the batch reactor was removed after the predetermined contact time;
the reaction mixture was then filtered with 0.45 mm filter paper again and the filtrate
was analyzed for COD and DOC. Both activated carbons reached an equilibrium stage
at about 6 hours.
Kinetic Study
The various quantities of adsorbents (KI-6070 and KI- 8085) ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 g
was added to a 400 ml of predetermined NOM concentration of water samples. The
mixture was mixed at 150 rpm. The sample of carbon was introduced to the reaction
flask at time zero and then 4 ml of the solution was withdrawn at various intervals of
time. This solution was filtered with 0.45 mm of filter paper to remove particulates and
the solution was analyzed for DOC.
Aqueous Solutions
The raw water was taken from the intake point of the Sungai Sireh Water Treatment
Plant. This plant receives a highly coloured (450 TCU) raw water, typical of swampy and
peaty waters, containing material normally attributed by the humic and formic acid .
The concentration of natural organic matter in the raw water was measured directly in
terms of DOC using TOC analyzer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of Activated Carbon
The physical characteristics of activated carbon are very important in determining the
capacity and feasibility of the activated carbon to adsorb certain substances in terms of
physical aspects. The surface and pore characteristics of the activated carbon samples
(KI-6070 and KI-8085) as measured by BET method are given in Table 2. It was found
that the specific surface area of KI-8085 is about 20% higher than that of KI-6070.
Hence, we can conclude that the extra 20% surface area of KI-8085 was mainly
attributed to the external surface area of the activated carbon itself.
It is also observed that both types of activated carbon have approximately the same
mean pore radius of about 14A. This pore radius is in the micropores region of less than
20A (Cheremisinoff 1993).
After the experiment, it was found that KI-8085 has a higher adsorption capacity
compared to KI-6070, this is mainly caused by "molecular sieves" mechanism which is
influenced by the changes in the size and shape of the macromolecule (Brasquet et al
1997; Newcombe et al 1997b). Size exclusion of this molecular sieves effect is obvious,
when the capacity of the adsorbent increases with increasing external surface area
TABLE 2
Structural characteristics of the adsorbents
Parameter
BET surface area (m2/g)
Langmuir surface area (m2/g)
External surface area (m2/g)
Micropore volume (crnVg)
Mean pore radius (A)
KI-6070
1053
1402
277
0.362
14.6
KI-8085
1266
1705
547
0.334
14.4
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(mesopore size) of the adsorbent (Brasquet et al 1997). As the pores size increases, it
will allow more dissolved organic matters and also bigger molecular size of solutes to
gain access to the micropores area where most of the adsorption processes are taking
place (Cheremisinoff 1993; Brasquet et al 1997; Newcombe et al 1997a).
Time Course Study
The sorption of NOM as a function of contact time for various dosages of adsorbents,
KI-6070 and KI-8085, ranging from 1.0 g to 3.0 g is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The fractional
sorption of organic matters by both the activated carbons increases as the dosage of
adsorbent increased. Fast sorption occurred during the first 80 minutes and the
equilibrium was achieved after 150 minutes for all dosages studied as indicated in both
figures.
NOM Removal Kinetics
The time course studies showed sorption to be a rapid phenomenon as illustrated in
Figs. 1 and 2. The resolved mass transfer equations (1) and (2) were used to estimate
the rate constant of the adsorption (Table 3). These results demonstrated that the
ordinate interception was not negligible and that double mechanism would have
occurred; first an instantaneous sorption, inducing a rapid decrease in initial concentration
(Co) to a virtual initial concentration Co', followed by a sorption occurring at a rate given
by the slope of the linear plots (Guibal et al 1995). Hence Lagergren's mass is not valid
to illustrate, this condition and the equation can be modified by introducing an a
component to the logarithmic equation (3) which yields the equation (4), to allow Co
to be estimated as shown in Table 3.
The value of a can be determined from the interception of the linear plot of
equation (3). The result of the kinetics data and mass transfer coefficient as a function
of the dosage are shown in Table 3.
The rate constant (Kj) for KI-8085 were higher than that of KI-6070, ranging from
30 to 70 %, due to the specific surface area and external surface area of KI-8085 being
higher than that of KI-6070. This is because KI-8085 provides more surface area and
bigger pore sizes which facilitates the adsorption of NOM with larger molecular size
TABLE 3
Determination of rate constant of NOM Removal Kinetics
Adsor
-bent
KI-
6070
KI-
8085
Dose
g
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
Ce,mg/1
20.601
17.857
16.102
12.860
12.386
16.394
13.438
10.213
7.525
5.106
C;,mg/
1
30.924
32.005
32.106
33.686
28.105
26.415
26.285
30.063
30.646
27.449
a
-0.041
0.047
0.048
0.125
^0.188
-0.045
-0.045
0.175
0.178
0.026
1.70 x lO2
1.80 x 10*
1.76 x 10-2
2.11 x lO2
2.03 x 102
2.48 x lO"2
2.34 x 10-2
3.09 x 10-2
2.79 x 102
2.20 x 10*
R2
0.992
0.998
0.997
0.995
0.994
0.995
0.965
0.988
0.997
0.994
Note: Initial concentrations of sample were 31.3576 and 26.87 mg/1 for KI-6070 and KI-8085 respectively
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(Cornel et al 1985; Brasquet et al 1997). External surface area (mesopore) was found
to be more important for the mass transfer coefficient of the adsorption process. A study
by Newcombe et al. (1997b) also showed that mesopores volume in activated carbon had
a greater effect on the adsorption of NOM.
The rate constant of the mass transfer is also a function of adsorbent dosage. Both
adsorbents (KI-6070 and KI-8085) how that the rate constant of the adsorbents increased
proportionally with an increase in adsorbent dosage. As the dosage of activated carbon
increases, it provides greater surface area for adsorption to take place, as compared to
lower dosage of adsorbents.
The virtual initial concentration Co\ in both equation (3) and (4) is the concentration
of the solution, where the adsorption process follows the first order kinetic reaction. The
estimation of virtual concentration for both adsorbents (KI-6070 and KI-8085) was
slightly higher than initial concentrations for most cases studied (Table 3). The
instantaneous removal of the adsorbate was not significant in the study, because the
concentrations of the NOM used in the study were able to give a constant rate of the
adsorption process.
Intraparticle Diffusion
The adsorption of the NOM took place in two phases (Figs. 1 and 2). The first phase
of solute uptake, the 'immediate solute uptake/ which was achieved within a few
minutes was followed by the subsequent uptake of solute; the latter phase continued for
a longer period of time. The contact-time experimental results can be used to study the
rate limiting step in the adsorption process. Since the particles were vigorously agitated
during the adsorption period, it is reasonable to assume that the rate is not limited by
mass transfer from the bulk liquid to the particle external surface. Therefore, the rate
limiting step may be film or intraparticle diffusion.
Fig. 1: Time course study of the actived carbon KI-
6070 or removing of NOM. Conditions: 400ml of
3l.356mg/l of NOM with different amounts
of activated carbon
..."
IF**''
, 1 i :
--'Ocaop*. ' t i j
ttoow* 3 *
Fig. 2: Time course study of the activated carbon
KI-8085 for removing of NOM. Conditions:
400ml of 3l356mg/l of NOM with different
amounts of activated carbon
From the rate constant for intraparticle diffusion of equation (5), the plots of q
versus t05 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. All plots have the same general features. The initial
curved portion is attributed to the bulk diffusion effect, the linear portion to the
intraparticle diffusion effect and the plateau to the equilibrium. The linear portions of
the curves do not pass through the origin indicating that intraparticle diffusion is not
the only rate controlling step for the adsorption of NOM onto adsorbents used in the
study. Kid values obtained from the slope linear portions of the curves at each different
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Fig. 3: Plots of NOM adsorbed versus t 0.5 for
different adsorbent (KI-6070) dosages
Fig. 4:Plots of NOM adsorbed versus t 0.5 for
different adsorbent (KI-8085) dosages
dosage of adsorbents are shown in Table 4. The results generally show that increasing
adsorbent dosage increased the intraparticle diffusion rate constant for both KI-6070
and KI-8085. KI-8085 gave a higher intraparticle diffusion rate compared to KI-6070 at
each different dosage of adsorbents.
TABLE 4
Kinetic constant of adsorption for KI-6070 and KI-8085
KI-6070 KI-8085
Dose, g R2
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
0.2322
0.2766
0.2829
0.3397
0.3858
0.8789
0.9854
0.9916
0.9919
0.9786
0.3805
0.5182
0.6689
0.7960
0.8568
0.9283
0.9195
- 0.9318
0.9478
0.9458
Higher K.d indicates an enhancement in the rate adsorption. The adsorption
capacity for KI-8085 was higher than that of KI-6070 for the same dosage of activated
carbon.
Empirical Model
To estimate the rate of removal of NOM from water by different dosages of activated
carbon, the empirical model of equations (6) and (7) were used. The values of K and
A were reported depending on influent concentration, C. the density and particle size
of the adsorbent. The values of K and A were determined from the plots of log (C. -Ct)
versus log (log(t +1)) (Figs. 5 and 6). The straight lines thus obtained indicate the
applicability of the model to the present study.
The relationships between dosage and the adsorbate removal rates for both activated
carbons, KI-6070 and KI-8085, are presented in Table 5. It is clear that the removal of
NOM in water can be computed at various time or a given dosage of adsorbent.
CONCLUSIONS
Activated carbons namely KI-6070 and KI-8085 were used in the study to adsorb NOM.
Generally, KI-8085 performed better compared to KI-6070. This is mainly due to its
PertanikaJ. Sci. & Technol. Supplement Vol. 9 No. 1, 2001
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•
turn* *m
Fig. 5 Fig. 6
TABLE 5
The empirical model for KI-6070 and KI-8085
Adsorbent
KI-6070
KI-8085 1.0
Dose, g
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
Empirical Model
Log(t+l)=0.6495(Ci-Ct)0.5462
Log(t+l)=0.6472(Ci-Ct)0.4961
Log(t+l)=0.6303(Ci<:t)0.4770
Log(t+l)=0.5405(Ci-Ct)0.5129
Log(t+l)=0.3888(Ci-Ct)0.6027
Log(t+l)=04748(Ci-Ct)0.6725
Log(t+l)=0.4898(Ci-Ct)0.5949
Log(t+l)-0.4116(Ci-Ct)0.6063
Log(t+l)=0.4489(Ci-Ct)0.5477
Log(t+l)=0.4485(Ci-Ct)0.5304
R2
0.9413
0.9424
0.9671
0.9268
0.8602
0.8677
0.8610
0.8565
0.8645
0.8783
higher specific surface area and a greater percentage of mesopores, which allows greater
accessibility of macroorganic to the internal pores.
The rate constant (KL) for KI-8085 were higher than that of KI-6070, ranging from
30 to 70 %, due to the specific surface area and external surface area of KI-8085 being
higher than that of KI-6070. External surface (mesopores) was found to be more
important for the mass transfer coefficient of the adsorption process. The rate of the
mass transfer is also a function of adsorbent dosage. Both adsorbents (KI-6070 and KI-
8085) showed that the rate constant of the increased proportionally with increasing
adsorbent dosage.
NOTATION
a Specific surface area
A,K Empirical Constant
Cc Equilibrium Concentration
C. Influent Concentration
Co,Ct Concentration at time zero and at time t
q Unitj mass of adsorbate/mass of adsorbent
qt Amount of adsorbate adsorbed at time t
Kd A constant that depicts rate factor
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¥^ Rate constant of adsorption
t Time
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Application of Iterative Technique (IT) Using SPT N-Values
and Correlations for Analysis of Tip and Shaft Capacity
for an Axially Loaded Pile in Sand
Rosely Ab.Malik1 & Jasmin Ambrose2
department of Civil Engineering, Universiti Putra Malaysia
2Universiti Putra Malaysia, 43400 UPM, Serdang, Selangpr
ABSTRACT
This is a theoretical method on how to analyze the axial capacity (tip and shaft) of a
single pile using iterative technique on SPT-N values and SPT-N correlation. This
technique allows the engineer who conducts the analyses to control the input and output
information of the analyses in a systematic and organized fashion. This method is also
very helpful especially for the development of pile capacity prediction using reliability
method. Research on the subject is being carried out at Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM).
Keywords: SPT N-values, iterative technique (IT), axial pile capacity
INTRODUCTION
The Standard Penetration Test (SPT), developed around 1927 (Bowles 1996), is still one
of the most popular and economical means to obtain subsurface information of soil. It
has been used in correlation to determine unit weight, (y), relative density, (D,), angle
of internal friction, (<)>), and the undrained compressive strength,(qu) . It has also been
used for estimating the stress- strainmodulus,(E), and the bearing capacity of foundations.
Iterative Technique (IT) is an approach that is being used based on the logical
assumption that the correlation used to relate N-Values and the sand properties ((() , Dr,
yn) is valid. A very brief description of this technique will be presented here, covering
the iteration process, some analysis of results and the suggested correlations. This IT is
presented in a stepwise manner to achieve better understanding of this method.
STEP 1. N-Values are firstly corrected for the water table and to account for fine or silty
sand below water (Heydinger 1984; Coyle & Costello 1981), as given in Eqn. 1. Water
table correction on N-Values is just an example of one correction factor that can be
applied on N-Values for discrepancies occurring due to, for instance, difference in
equipment's manufacturers, uncertainties in geotechnical parameters and the drive
hammer configuration.
N ' = | ( N - 1 5 ) + 15 (1)
STEP 2. Using a similar method suggested by Wolff (1989) and Ab.Malik (1992), the
effective friction angle of sand, (<()), can be correlated with the corrected N-Values, (Nw),
using the relationship as presented by Peck et al. (1974), which can be approximated as:
4 = 26.7 + 0.36N" - 0.0014(Nw)2 (2)
However, because (NM) is not available due to lack of overburden stress data, av,
where N w is N-Value corrected for overburden stress. Because the unit weight, yn, is not
usually available, therefore, a preliminary assumption of N' = N" is presumed in Eqn. 2.
After the first iteration of LOOP 1 (1st LOOP 1), when N" is available, (<j>) can be
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calculated using N". This step requires at least two complete iterations, i.e. second
iteration of LOOP 1 (2nd LOOP 1).
STEP 3. Meyerhof (1959) relates the effective angle of shearing resistance (<(>') and the
relative density, (Dr), in equation 3. This equation is rearranged to obtain (Dr) as a
function of (<j)') in Eqn. 4. Where:
f = 28 + 0.15 Dr (3)
Even though Eqn. (4), can give a rough approximation of Dr, the expression in Eqn. 3
was not derived for the purpose of evaluating relative density from effective angle of
internal friction, <|>\ In other words, Dr = f (((>') is not a correct function representation.
STEP 4. Now the relative density can be applied in Eqn. 5 to find the probable unit
weight, gn, of sand.
T\ _ (V n ~ Y min ) X W max )
r = ( ^ : ) ( ' ) ( 5 )
Where Ymax and y^ are arbitrarily chosen values considering medium and dense sand as
a preset limit for normal sand condition. Preset values chosen are ymax = 20 kN/m3
(Dr=0.65) for dense sand and Ymin = 17 kN/m3 (Dr=0.35) for medium dense sand (relative
density for most soil is in between 0.35-0.65). The simplification of this formula is as
shown in Eqn. 6:
340
Y n
 20 -3D r <6>
Eqns. 4, 5 and 6 are applied to find Dr and Yn\ this will be identified as route A. To
obtain effective unit weight, Yn'»Yw (9-8 kN/m3 ) is subtracted from the unit weight in
Eqn. 6 (for submerged cases).
Yn' = Yn - Y, O)
STEP 3 and STEP 4 are highly debatable because of the assumptions used to derive Dr
and Yn. One method that could overcome this problem is by using empirical values for
<()', Dr, and Yn of granular soils based on the N-Values at about 6m depth for normally
consolidated sand derived by Shioi and Fukui (1982) to replace Eqns. (4) and (6). These
data were fitted using a spreadsheet program and the formula for fine, medium and
course sand is as below :
Dr = 0.07<>' - 1.92 (fine sand
Dr = 0.05<(>' - 1.54 (medium sand
Dr = 0.03<(»' - 1.00 (coarse sand
Yn= -O.O164)'2 + 1.644>'- 20.4 }fine sand
Yn= -0.019<|>'2 + 1.90<(>'- 24.7 jmedium sand
Yn = -0.046<|>'2 + 3.75fl- 54.3 (coarse sand
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The alternative equation introduced above will be identified as route B. A comparison
of results obtained using route A and B will be discussed in the results and discussion
section later in the paper.
STEP 5. It is known from basic soil mechanics theory that the effective overburden stress,
av\ can be determined as long as the unit weight and the depth of the soil element can
be determined accurately. Therefore, overburden stress, av\ can be represented as:
(8)
STEP 6. The final link for this procedure is completed using a correction factor similarly
used by Wolff (1989) and Ab. Malik (1992). Liao and Whitman (1986) introduced this
correction factor for effective overburden stress.
N*«N'[95.76/av ' ] 2 ; (av ' is in kPa) (9)
However, the correlation in Eqn. 9 causes a very rapid increase in N-Values especially for
lower overburden stress values (shallow depth). Therefore, the authors have suggested
another correlation proposed by Heydinger in 1984, (Coyle et al. 1981):
Nw - N'0.77*[log(1915.2/a/)] (10)
Eqn. 10 will be used in all the analyses of data as presented in Table 1.
STEP 7. Now a loop has been created where the corrected SPT-N value N" can be used
to obtain (j)', Dr and yn' by continuous iteration. This loop as shown below is named
LOOP 1. This is done simply for identification purposes. Notice that the whole
procedure only uses one data input, N-Value.
oumnr
(UX>P 2)
N
INf'HAL INPUT
Fig. 1: LOOP 1
Similar IT were used by Fleming et al. (1992), to obtain the ultimate tip capacity in
sand. Fleming used overburden stress, av\ and relative density, Dr, as his initial input.
This method will be explained in detail in the next section, but the initial input will be
originated from LOOP 1. This means that LOOP 1 and 2 (as discussed in the next
section) are linked.
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TIP CAPACITY IN SAND
Randolph (1994) and Fleming et al (1992), applied cavity expansion theorem to further
develop this method of axial pile capacity analysis. However, Randolph's method of
analysis was more refined and found better agreement with numerical solutions compared
to Fleming's. Tip capacity in sand was derived using the analogy between spherical cavity
expansion and bearing failure by Randolph in 1994 (Gibson 1950). This leads to the
relationship between end-bearing pressure, qb, and limit pressure, phm, (Eqn. 11).
qb = p
 Um { 1 + tan^, ' tan (45 + {^f))\ (11)
Limit pressure, plim, solutions can be very long and confusing. However, Yu &
Houlsby (1991) have published analytical solutions that comply with numerical solutions.
Parameters needed to solve the limit pressure equations (Eqns. (11), (28) and (29))
are E, G, v, c, <|>\ ty', po and m are as explained below:
i. Stress-strain Modulus, E in kPa, Bazaraa, in 1982 (D'Appolonia 1970) is:
Saturated sand, E = 250(N + 15) (12)
N.C sand, E = 500(N + 15) (13)
O.C sand, E = 40,000+1050N (14)
ii. Shear modulus, G, in kPa (Randolph 1994) is:
G = 40,000*exp(0.7Dr)*(p7100)05 (15)
iii. Poisson's ratio, n, is a dimension less factor. From the original expression G - cwT r>
and using the solution for E and G (Eqns. (12)-(15)) above:
Notice that the proposed formulas for parameters E, G and v are all derived from
N-Values using correlations.
iv. Initial mean effective stress po. Simple explanation (Briaud 1992) and detailed
explanation (Baguelin et al 1978) on cavity expansion can be obtained from various
references. (A slight set back is that these references can be used for general
understanding of the cavity expansion theorem but cannot be used directly for pile
capacity analysis because only radial stress is considered, i.e. pressuremeter analysis,
and not axial). However, to avoid confusion, it must be made clear that the initial
mean effective stress, po' is related to the p' - q' plot (Baguelin et al 1978) and is not
similar to overburden stress oy. Atkinson & Bransby (1982) defined mean effective
stress p' as:
P ' - | - (o v ( +2a h t ) (17)
v. Factor, identifying cavity type, m, for spherical expansion solutions is equal to
2(m = 2).
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vi. Two important parameter are still left unsolved, effective angle of friction and
dilation, ((>' and ty\ respectively. To solve these we will use input from LOOP 1. We
will require the input of overburden stress, av\ bearing capacity factor, N , and
relative density, Dr, to find the suitable ^ (Fleming et at. 1992 ; Bolton 1986).
Solution for (p' and ty'
Following the work of Bolton (1986, 1987), rigidity index, Ir, is related to relative density,
Dr, and mean effective stress, p \ Eqns. (18-19).
Ir = Dr [5.4 - ln(p7100)]-l for p' < 150kPa (18)
Ir = 5Dr- 1 for p' ;> 150kPa (19)
Fleming suggested that the mean effective stress at failure p \ be approximated using
Eqn. (20)
3 V ' (20)
D, ton
N, /
chart l / h
Into wjn.
INPUT / Ptom IXXM> 1
(ijoorn '
Fig. 2: LOOP 2
Rigidity index, Ir, is obtained for its respective mean effective stress p* and Dr using
Eqns. (18)-(19)). Effective friction and dilation angles, ((>' and ip', are deduced, which
leads to effective friction and dilation angles for cavity expansion solutions as in Eqns.
(21) and (22).
• = •'„ + 1.5Ir (21)
t|>* = 1.875Ir (22)
This angle of friction, <|> and angle of dilation, tp, is the final input into the limit
pressure equation (Eqns. (11), (28) and (29)) required for solving the limit pressure,
plim, equation. Simplified formula for input into the plim solution is given by Eqns. (28)
and (29). The critical state angle of friction, (j)^ , relates to conditions where soil shears
with zero dilation (i.e. at constant volume).
A logical question that should arise is that, why not apply relative density, Dr, straight
into Eqns. (18 )-(19 ) to find the corresponding <j> and ip for analysis? This is simply
because relative density, Dr, in this analysis must be a function of critical state angle of
friction, §a. How many iterations should be conducted before a good solution is
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achieved? (i.e. Fleming et al (1992) used three iterations to find the corrected bearing
capacity factor, N , for tip capacity analysis). Parameters Dr and (f)'^  is extracted from
LOOP 2 to find $ and i|>' using Eqns. (21)-(22).
SHAFT CAPACITY IN SAND
Peak Shaft Capacity Phenomenon and Its Analyses
The peak shaft capacity occurs near the tip of the pile. This phenomenon has been
observed using instrumented piles (Vesic 1970; Lehane et al 1993). The peak shaft
K \
resistance ratio to the overburden stress, I ™ " P I that is maximum at the tip of the pile
in sand has to be determined. Where p is similar to the effective stress coefficient
originally introduced by Burland (1973), Zeevaert (1960), Eide et al (1961) and
Chandler (1968). Pinax is a function of St, 6 and N .
Where;
St = 2*exp(-7tan 6)
6 = Angle of friction between pile and soil, can be determined as in Potyoundy
(1961).
rs |q= n 3-sir
or use Chart 1 in the Appendix (Berzavantez 1961)
Solve these equation
. A . v I to obtain equation.
xmax= _ i *o/*tanS (23) - (24)
\ 50 J
where 1/50 * Sc
max M max c &
= = O, t a n U ,'()o\
qb N ^^^
so; p^^ = N *St4ttan8
because, Pmax =Kmix,tan8; (24)
then, Kmax -Nq*St (25)
Shaft Friction Distribution Along Pile
Randolph adopted the work by Toolan et al (1990) to postulate p ^ which is believed
to be linked to the active earth pressure coefficient, Ka. Randolph also adopted a simple
distribution of shaft capacity as proposed by Heerema (1980). The shaft capacity
distribution is represented by the formula:
( 2 6 )
1 6
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imin
 "
K
"
 =
 l + sint'^""* " '" eqUatiOn" (24)
and Kmax as in Eqn. (25). Therefore;
(27)
Where \x is the rate of exponential ( 0.025<u<0.1). Exponential decay, m, can be
determined by having a large database of instrumented piles, L is the total embedment
length of the pile, z = depth below ground level, d = pile diameter and (L-z)/d is the
normalized length of pile driven past that particular location.
Advantages and Improvements Needed
The purpose of this whole procedure is to have only one data input (N-Values) to
calculate axial capacity of a single pile in sand using previously proposed correlations.
This itself makes this method a versatile tool for analysis. However, this method is only
suggested as an option for analyses and not to be used solely. Another advantage is that,
if data is unreliable or inaccurate due to testing procedures, then these data can be
averaged through the process of iteration. This method also gives a new meaning for
determining shaft capacity using empirical correlations, where it considers several
important soil parameter (i.e. <()', Ir, Dr, etc.) instead of the empirical correlation using
N-Values directly into shaft capacity formula (i.e. x, = (N/50) tano)
An obstacle faced in the development of this IT is that, since all the formulas and
correlation are interlinked, one wrong data input can trigger off a chain reaction of
wrongfully interpreted data. Perhaps this is the only setback of this procedure.
TABLE 1
Results of IT using route A and B of (LOOP 1)
S
S fe V % o- cf V V- z V
©
to
9i
rH
00
CO
Sj
m
in
in
37
44
51
58
64
37
44
33
37
40
38.1
43.6
39.8
42.7
37.1
38.1
38.2
38.2
38.9
38
38.1
43.1
39.8
42.1
37.1
37.8
38.2
37.9
38.9
38
67.4
104.3
78.8
97.8
61
68
68
68
73
66.5
49
68.7
55.8
64.6
64
68
70.7
68.7
74.8
69.6
18.9
20.15
17.2
17.3
18.7
18.9
18.9
18.9
19.1
18.9
17.17
21.3
21.6
21.5
19.6
19.9
20.13
19.97
20.4
20.04
62
60
57
57
36
36
37
37
37
37
59
59
54
54
36
36
36
36
37
36
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RESULTS
For each depth, Table 1, the First iteration (1st LOOP for each depth) is represented by
the first row, and the second iteration by the second row.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The result in Table 1 shows that the number of iteration required to achieve satisfactory
results is 2 iterations (2nd LOOP 1). These are results of data analysed using IT, for the
Northwestern pile prediction symposium and the results comply with the results obtained
by Heydinger (1984) in the symposium. Compared with the other 24 predictors,
Heydinger obtained a predicted to measured pile capacity ratio of more than 90%.
However, the application of LOOP 2 in non-homogenus or residual soil (i.e. Malaysian
soil) is still being experimented with.
Suggested Correlation for Further Application
Bazaraa (1967) suggested these correlations:
N' = N; for fine to coarse sand
N' = 0.6N; for very fine or silty sand
D' Appolonia et al (1970) and Gibbs et al. (1957):
N' = 4N/(l+4p') for p' s 0.75kg/cm2
N' = 4N/(3.25+p') for p' ;> 0.75kg/cm2
Thornburn et al (1971) & Meyerhof (1976).
T = N/50tons 1
 Driven pile in sand
x = 4N tons
t = N/60tons J
 D r iyen ile i
x = 25N tons jt  .  t s
Limit Pressure, Plim, Solutions
For spherical cavity expansion in the associated Mohr-Coulomb material (i.e. m=2 and
p = a) is E, v, c, <(), ij), po.
R o c = ( tn + a ) («- l )p , l m ( 2 g )
a(l + m ) ( a - l ) p o
f H ) ( l - 6 ) ^ = — 1 _ * [ R « < ^ > -ll (29)
I Y ; n!(n-v) I- J
Solving Eqns. (28)-(29) will produce the value of p]im. And this plirn should be replaced
in Eqn. (11) to give the tip capacity, qb. Where symbols are:
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1 + sinip
P' 1 - sinip Y m(a-l)p
m ) ( l - 2 v ) * [ ( a - l ) p o ] * [ U ( 2 - m ) v ]
E(a-l)p
[ l -v 2 (2 -m) ]* ( l + m)5
ap + m(l-2v)
l - v ( 2 - m )
1 000
500 '
2OO
100 -
60 —
30
1O
Appendix;
2$ 30 3$ 40
Chart 1. Berzavantez et al 1961
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NOTATION
c soil cohesion
Dr relative density
E Young's modulus of soil
G shear modulus of soil
I rigidity index
Ka active earth pressure coefficient
K maximum ratio of radial effective stress at pile surface to in situ vertical effective
max i
stress
m factor identifying cavity type
N SPT N-Values
N' SPT blow count after initial correction (for 1st LOOP 1)
N' SPT blow count after correcting for overburden stress (for 2nd LOOP 1)
N bearing capacity factor
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p]im limit pressure for spherical cavity expansion
P initial total stresso
qb tip bearing capacity (kN)
qu unconfined compressive strength (kN/m2)
St ratio of radial effective stress to end bearing pressure in vicinity of the pile
6 maximum ratio of shaft friction to effective overburden stress
"max
Pmin minimum ratio of shaft friction to effective overburden stress
<))' effective angle of shearing resistance
(j)'^  critical state friction angle
Yn' effective unit weight of soil (kN/m5)
yn total unit weight of soil (kN/ms)
Yw unit weight of water (kN/nrH)
v Poisson's ratio of soil
a'h effective horizontal stress
a'v effective overburden stress
Tmaxunit peak shaft capacity (kN/m2)
xs unit shaft friction capacity (kN/m2)
xt unit tip capacity (kN/m2)
ip' dilation angle of soil
NTA , N"Bas in Table 1; superscript indicates the method or route (A or B) used to derive
gn' and Dr.
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Experimental Evaluation of Hydraulic Performance of Outlet
Structures with Baffle Blocks under Supercritical Flows
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Department of Civil Engineering
Faculty of Engineering,
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ABSTRACT
The design of outlet transition in field irrigation system requires the flow attaining a
uniform velocity at the end of such structures. In addition, supercritical flow condition
requires maximising the dissipation of hydraulic energy possessed by the flowing water
to hold its erosion capacity to a minimum. Floor baffle blocks incorporated in the outlet
transition are useful for the above objectives. This laboratory investigation attempts to
evaluate the effects of the relative sizes and arrangements of different types of baffle
blocks on hydraulic performances of outlet transition of different configurations operating
at supercritical flow conditions.
Dimensional analysis techniques were used to develop dimension less ratios describing
the geometry and the flow within an outlet transition containing certain types of
appurtenance structures. The solution was evaluated in the laboratory with respect to
measurable elements of the flow to achieve standardisation and general evaluation of the
effectiveness of the different types of baffle blocks. The results are presented in the form
of dimensionless plots, which show the variation of the ratios developed earlier, with the
controlled variation of Froude numbers.
Expanding channel outlet transitions of straight-wall type of angle 10 o , 20 o and 30
o with two expansion ratios of 4 and 6 were tested with and without floor baffles. The
outlets with baffles are generally found to be effective in creating optimum flow
conditions than the plain outlets. The use of baffles also resulted in higher dissipation
of energy within the outlets, with baffles having curved upstream edge (in plan)
dissipated up to 42.7% more energy than the plain outlets.
Keywords: Outlet structures, baffle blocks, hydraulic energy dissipation, velocity
distribution
INTRODUCTION
In field irrigation system, outlet structures are normally placed as a transition between
the end of a conveyance conduit and the entrance to the earthen delivery canal. The
free surface flow in the outlet structures can either be supercritical or subcritical. The
high velocity super critical flow possesses a high percentage of kinetic energy and hence
high capacity for erosion. In addition, the flow conditions are complicated by the
likelihood of flow separation along one or both expansion walls normally associated with
the outlet structures. The occurrence of either of these separations may lead to
disastrous results in the unlined channel downstream in the form of scour, either to the
banks or to the channel bed.
In view of the above facts, for the outlet structures with supercritical flow condition,
it is imperative as much energy as possible should be dissipated from the flow prior to
its entering the delivery canal. Another design consideration of an outlet structure is the
attainment of uniform velocity distribution along the end section of the structure. As
shown by Abdul-Nabi (1989), Miraigaoker and Swaroop (1967), Smith and James (1966)
and Abdul-Hameed (1990), one way of achieving the aforementioned goals is by
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installing baffle blocks on the outlet structure. Thus, the objective of this study is to
evaluate the hydraulic performance of an outlet transition structure with an expanding
channel with different configurations of baffle blocks under supercritical flow conditions.
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Evaluation of the effects of baffle blocks and other variables in simple outlet transitions
is performed by dimensional analysis.
The head loss, hL, between sections 1 and 2 can be represented by
h L = f i (Y,> Y2> Vi> D> B> e ' W > w> h> r> ^ P> Y) ( 1 )
where
Y, & Y2 depths at sections 1 and 2 respectively,
V, the velocity at section 1, and
p, \x 8c Y the density, dynamic viscosity and weight respectively, of the fluid.
By the Pi-theorem and with the selection of Ylt Vj and r as the repeating variables the
problem reduces to
I k
 f f D B W w S h r V, pV.Y,
Y, " ^
where 1 is the Froude number F. and P M ' I is the Reynolds number Ret.
Variable factors may be combined to yield the following:
h.
 n(^ n B W w h S r
Forces due to fluid viscosity are considered insignificant as compared to those of inertia,
and hence Re, could be eliminated. Also for free hydraulic jump, the following
relationship holds (Chow 1959),
5-«F.) (4)
By combining Eqn. (4) with the well-known expression relating hL with the head loss
coefficient, CL such that
h L =C L g (5)
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the following formulation is obtained:
B h w r S
The significance of some of the above parameters may be stated as follows;
B/D (expansion ratio): It indicates the width of the channel after the outlet transition.
h/D (height ratio): It is a design parameter which provides the practical and the most
feasible height of baffle blocks to be used under a given diameter of the
incoming pipe.
S/W (spacing ratio): This ratio indicates the relative spacing of baffle blocks, which
would influence the velocity distribution at the downstream end.
r/h (curvature ratio): It indicates the degree of curvature of the curved baffle blocks
used in the study.
EQUIPMENT AND METHODS
The equipment consists of a discharge flume and devices to measure the discharge,
depth and velocity of flow. The flume is made up of a truss-supported channel, which
is 20 m long, 0.9 m wide and 0.6 m in depth. Water is supplied to the channel over a
calibrated V-notch weir from an inlet tank that receives the water from a large sump
through a centrifugal pump. The rate of flow of water is controlled by a gate valve and
a by-pass valve located in the supply pipe. The depth over the weir is measured with a
hook gauge fixed at a distance 1 m upstream of the weir. The depth measurement in
the flume is made using a point gauge with a vernier scale, which is movable horizontally
and vertically to any point.
A pitot tube fitted to the bottom of a gauge is used to measure the velocity of flow
at any point. The velocity head is represented by the differential reading of a U-shape
manometer connected to the pitot tube. The velocity can be calculated from the
following formula
Vp=Cp^h7 (7)
where Vp - velocity of flow
Cp - coefficient equal to 0.96 as suggested by Al-Tahir (1987)
hp - differential reading on the manometer
A plastic pipe of diameter, D, equals to 15 cm represents a closed conduit through which
the water flows before exiting into the transition outlet structure. Three configurations
of outlet structures are constructed and tested, with divergence angles, 0, of 10°, 20° and
30°. Baffle blocks on the outlet structure used are the floor baffles blocks, which are
divided into two groups. Group A is divided into four subgroups of regular straight
baffle blocks, each with different height and width ratios. Group B, with curved floor
blocks, is divided into three subgroups; the first two with different radii of curvature, and
the third with a straight edge (as shown in Fig. a). The dimensions of each model in
each group are given in Table 1.
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(< 4.5 cm-
Model3
Fig L Baffle blocks of Group B in plan
TABLE 1
Dimensions of baffle block models
No. Height Width Thickness Radius
of curvature
GROUP
A
1
2
3
4
2.25
3.0
4.5
2.25
2.25
3.0
4.5
4.5
2.25
3.0
4.5
2.25
GROUP
B
1
2
3
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
0.9
2.7
All dimensions in cm.
A series of tests were conducted for various specific purposes. These can be
summarised as follows:
Series 1: Performed on model A2 with 0 =10° and B/D = 4, to show the effect of spacing
ratio on lateral velocity
distribution.
Series 2: Performed on model A2 with 9 =10° and B/D = 4, to show the effect of spacing
ratio on head loss
coefficient.
t
Series 3: Performed on models Al, A2, A3 and A4 with 9 =10° and B/D = 4, to show the
effect of straight-edged baffle blocks on head loss coefficient.
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Series 4: Performed on model Bl, B2, and B3 with 8 =10° and B/D = 4, to show the effect
of block curvatures on head loss coefficient.
Series 5: Performed on model B3 with 9 = 10°, 20° and 30° and B/D = 4, to show the
effect of divergence angle on head loss coefficient.
Series 6: Performed on model B3 with 9 - 30° and B/D = 6, to show the effect of
expansion ratio on head loss coefficient.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of using floor baffle blocks in the outlet transition structures is hereby
examined in terms of their relative size, spacing, curvature and location in transition
outlets of different divergence and expansion values. The problem is too complex to be
evaluated in terms general enough for use in the design of such structures.
Keeping in mind that the main objectives in evaluating the hydraulic performance
of outlet transition with certain baffle blocks is to create optimum condition of flow
having a low erosion capacity, and also, with a needed amount of energy loss, it would
be reasonable to adopt both the degree uniformity in velocity distribution at the end
section of the structure and the head loss coefficient, C t , as the indicators of the
hydraulic performance. The higher values of CL would represent a greater efficiency in
energy dissipation when the outlet is operating under supercritical flow condition.
The results of this study are presented in the form of dimensionless plots, which
show the variations of variables developed through the dimensional analysis. These plots
show the variations of C( with the upstream Froude number, F,, and the controlled
variations of other variables.
The head loss coefficient, not being a constant, is a function of F t, and other terms
representing the flow and geometry of the outlet transition. On the other hand, the
velocity distributions at the downstream sections are prepared and presented in plots.
With these plots one could deduce the best type, size and arrangement of baffle blocks.
In the Series 1 tests, the floor baffles were fixed at one location, and in one row, for
all experiments conducted. The spacing ratio, S/W, tested were 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The
resulting effects of the ratios on the velocity distribution across the downstream end of
the outlet are illustrated in Fig. 2, with due comparison to the plain transition. As
seen from these results, a spacing ratio of 0.2 is the most effective in diffusing the flow
more uniformly at the end of the outlet structure. At this ratio, the width of the outlet
at the location of the baffle blocks is divided by the baffles into approximately
equispaces leading to the uniformity of flow issuing from these spaces.
The results of the Series 2 tests, which shows the variation of Ct with ¥{ for different
spacing ratios are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that an outlet with a spacing ratio of
0.2 provides better performance than the other ratios. Also, the effect of spacing ratio
on the performance tends to decrease as the Froude number increases. Analysis of the
results on the additional percentage of energy dissipation produced with baffle blocks
at different spacing ratios, as compared to energy dissipation within plain outlet, shows
that the largest additional dissipation of 32.5% was achieved with the
spacing ratio of 0.2, under the following condition:
Upstream Froude number, Fj = 2.2
Height ratio, h / D - 0.2
and Width ratio, w/h =1.0
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Fig. 3. Effect of spacing ratio on head
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Series 3 tests were performed with the optimum spacing ratio of 0.2. The effect of
the height of the blocks on the head loss coefficient is given in Fig. 4. It clearly shows
that as the height of the block increases, the head loss coefficient also increases. This
could be due to the increase in the area resisting the flow with a corresponding increase
in the loss of energy due to rolling and turbulence. In terms of additional dissipation,
the largest value obtained was 35%, which occurred when the height ratio was 0.3 and
the Froude number was 2.2.
The results obtained from the Series 4 tests are shown in Fig. 5. These indicate that,
for all flow values, the curved baffles are generally more effective as energy dissipators
compared to the straight-edged baffles. The figure also illustrates that greater dissipation
of energy is obtained with the curvature ratio, r/h, of 0.6. The visual observation on the
w,o -
0,7-
0 ,6 -
0,5
0 .4 -
0.3
0 ; 2 -
—————Plain
WO = 0.15
(VD = 0.3
/ *
7
3
F1
Fig. 4. Effect of height ratio on head
loss coefficient
Fig. 5: Effect of curvature ratio on
head loss coefficient
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flow pattern in the outlet structure verifies the finding of a previous work (Abdul-Nabi
1989), that better stability of hydraulic jump was observed with curved baffles. The
largest additional dissipation with curved baffles was 42.74%, while the corresponding
value with straight baffles was 35%; both obtained under the same conditions.
The results of the experiments in Series 5 are shown in Fig. 6. These illustrations
indicate clearly that energy loss within the outlet transition decreases as the divergence
angle increases. This finding could be attributed to the fact that with more divergence
the width of flow at section 1 becomes larger, and as a result, for a given discharge, the
velocity becomes smaller. This reduction in velocity leads to less amount of eddies and
turbulence in the flow between sections 1 and 2 with a corresponding decrease in head
loss.
Tests in Series 6 were carried out to evaluate the effect of expansion ratio, B/D, on
the hydraulic performance of an outlet structure. The results of these tests are shown in
Fig. 7, which reveals that as the expansion ratio increases, the dissipation of energy tends
to increase. Such expected increase is due mainly to the increase in the length of the
transition, and hence the boundary area resisting the flow.
OB-
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0.6-
0.5
j
3
0.4-
0.3-
0.2-
0.1
B© = 4
&D = &
!
/
H \
3
F1
Fig. 6. Effect of divergence angle on head
loss coefficient
Fig. 7. Effect of expansion ratio on head
loss coefficient
CONCLUSION
The use of floor baffles in the outlet transition structure has been shown to result in a
more uniform velocity distribution at the downstream end of the structure. Baffles are
also effective in the dissipation of more energy contained in the supercritical flow within
^he structure. There is a set of conditions which involve the size, shape and location of
the baffles which gives rise to the optimum flow condition to satisfy the requirements
for uniform velocity and large energy dissipation in the structure.
NOTATION
B - Width of downstream channel after transition
D - Diameter of incoming pipe
F. - Froude number at section 1
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h - Height of baffle blocks
R e ^ Reynolds n u m b e r at section 1
r - Radius of curvature of baffles
S - Spacing between baffles
W - Width of transition at upstream face of baffles
w - Width of baffles
Yj - Depth at section 1 (upstream depth)
Y2 - Depth at section 2 (downstream depth)
q - Angle of divergence of transition wall
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ABSTRACT
The study involved laboratory based investigations to determine the efficacy of a Natural
Polyelectrolyte, Moringa oleifera seeds as a waste sludge conditioner. Waste sludge samples
are activated sludge from Taman Tun Dr. Ismail Wastewater Treatment Plant, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Moringa oleifera seed was applied as dry powder (shelled blended),
solution (shelled blended) and solution (shelled blended oil extracted) . Results of the
studies showed that Moringa oleifera improved the filterability of waste sludge up to 62 %
in the optimum dosage range of 3000 to 6000mg/l. Sludge volume reduction of up to
65% was also achievable using gravity filtration compared to the control (no Moringa
oleifera added). The specific cake resistance of sludge conditioned with Moringa oleifera
averaged 2.5 x 10 12 m/kg at the optimum dosage of 4000mg/l. The shelled blended
category applied in dry powder form performed the same as the solution of shelled
blended but better than shelled blended oil extracted categories of Moringa oleifera.
Vegetable oil from the shelled Moringa oleifera seed of up to 30% was obtained as a by
product.
Keywords: Moringa oleifera, natural polyelectrolyte, sludge conditioner, gravity settling,
vacuum filtration, specific cake resistance
INTRODUCTION
With increasing population especially in urban areas, Malaysia like other emerging
industrialised economies is faced with the problem of increasing waste sludge generation
from its wastewater treatment plants. In 1994, for example, the total waste sludge
collected from septic tanks and connected services amounted to 3.02 Mm3 made up of
1.13 Mm3 (37%) from septic tanks and L89Mm3 (63%) from connected services,
increasing to 3.4 Mm3 in 1998. There is, however, a reduction in sludge production of
32 % from septic tanks, with increase in those from connected services to 68 % during
the four-year period. The overall increase in sludge production is about 15% in four
years (Indah Water 1997). In 20 years, the projected increase in sludge production will
be about 75 % using 1998 as base year. The current method of sludge disposal is made
up of oxidation pond/aerated lagoons (50 %), drying beds (30 %), others (oxidation
ditch, bio-filter, SBR etc. 20%. All these technologies especially oxidation ponds, and
drying beds require the use of large areas of land which is a dwindling resource with
increasing industrialisation and urbanisation.
The conditioning of waste sludge involves pre-treatment in order to facilitate water
removal during subsequent hickening and or dewatering operations. During conditioning,
small and amorphous particles are transformed into larger and stronger aggregates. This
process increases the rate of water drainage and solid separation. In most dewatering
operations, the ability of sludge to form and maintain a porous structure that enhances
its compressibility is the desired goal (Clarke et al. 1997).
Sludge conditioners may be physical conditioners e.g. fly ash, diatomaceous earth etc
or chemical conditioners viz. inorganic compounds (ferric chloride, lime etc) and
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synthetic polymers. Synthetic polymers that can be used to alleviate this problem are
expensive and have to be imported with scarce foreign currency. A natural polymer that
is affordable and environmentally friendly (highly biodegradable), Maringa oleifera seed
has a potential to be used as a sludge conditioner for thickening and dewatering.
Maringa oleifera belongs to the family Maringaceae and is cultivated for a variety of
purposes across the whole tropical belt (Jahn 1989). Many researchers have reported on
its various uses as coagulant, Muyibi & Okuofu (1995), Ndabigengesere et al (1995) and
Muyibi (1998). The purpose of the present study, the first of its kind, was to evaluate the
potential of Maringa oleifera seed as a natural polymer for use as sludge conditioner prior
to dewatering and/ or thickening.
The study that is laboratory based involved using two methods of preparation of
Maringa oleifera used in the investigation. The forms of Maringa oleifera used are, shelled
blended, shelled dry powder, and shelled oil extracted. Waste sludge samples used for
the studies were obtained from Taman Tun Dr. Ismail Wastewater Activated Sludge
Treatment Plant, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
METHODOLOGY
Equipment
A six place jar test apparatus, Jar-Tester CZ150 was used for mixing the Maringa oleifera
seed with the waste sludge to enhance uniform and thorough distribution/mixing.
National model MJ-C85N Juicer-blender with dry mill was used for the preparation of
Maringa oleifera into powder and solution for use. Sohxlet apparatus was used to extract
oil from Maringa oleifera seeds. Vacuum pump connected to a Buchner funnel attached
to graduated thick walled flask was used for the determination of specific cake resistance.
For gravity settling studies, 250ml graduated measuring cylinders were used.
Materials
Waste sludge samples used for the studies were collected from Taman Tun Dr. Ismail
Wastewater Treatment Plant, Kuala Lumpur. The dry Maringa oleifera seeds used for the
studies were obtained from Kano, Nigeria.
Procedure for Preparation of Maringa oleifera Seeds
The seed wings and coat were removed from selected dry good quality Maringa oleifera
seeds and the nuts ground to a fine powder using the National MJ-^ 85CN. The ground
powder was divided into three portions. One portion had the oil extracted using the
Sohxlet apparatus.
Stock solution of the seed powder with and without oil extracted were prepared by
dissolving 5 grams of each type in 500 ml tap water and mixing it thoroughly at high
speed in the National blender to extract the active ingredients. Any insoluble powder
was filtered out using a muslin cloth and the concentrated stock solution of 10,000 mg/
1 prepared. The third portion, the dry powder, was also set aside for use.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Determination of Sludge Volume Reduction with Increasing Maringa oleifera Dosage
200 ml of sludge samples were put into six, 500ml beakers and placed in the Jar Tester.
The six paddles were inserted in the beakers and the speed set at 100 rpm. From the
previously prepared stock solution of Maringa oleifera (shelled blended and shelled oil
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extracted dosages with varying concentration of 1000 mg/1 to 6750 mg/1 were added
simultaneously to all six beakers and mixed thoroughly for 1 minute. The six samples
were immediately transferred into 250 ml measuring cylinders and the initial sludge
heights recorded. A control sludge sample with no Moringa oleifera applied was also put
in a measuring cylinder and the initial sludge height recorded. The sludge height after
30 minutes settling was recorded. The experiment was also carried out using varying
doses of the dry Moringa oleifera (shelled) seed powder in the range of 500 mg (2500
mg/1) to 1400 mg( 7000 mg/1). The results of the trial test gave the effective dosage in
the range 3750 to 5000 mg/1.
Determination of Specific Cake Resistance
The specific cake resistance is used to evaluate the effect of different dosages of
chemical conditioners and combination of sludge and conditioning agents on the
specific resistance and quality of the cake. A plot of specific resistance versus dose can
be used to determine the optimal operating condition.
Theory
Flow through the sludge cake and filter medium may be considered as flow through
porous media. Darcy's law may be used to model the process.
dV
 = kAAh
^ dt AL w
where Q = flow rate of filtrate
V • Volume of water
A = Area of flow
k = conductivity
h = head
L = distance
t = time
The resistance parameter depends on Reynolds number, porosity of the media,
distribution of grains, and other characteristics of the media. Using the Hagen-Poiseuille
law for pipe flow,
K
~ v (2)
where K = intrinsic permeability
v = kinematic viscosity
g - gravity
dV KAAP
dt
where AP • positive pressure differential
AL = depth of the medium
\i = dynamic viscosity of the filtrate
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The intrinsic resistance, r, may be defined as r = 1/k. The cake resistance Re is given
by
R = rAL (4)
where rc = intrinsic resistance of cake.
The cake resistance and filter medium resistance are independent, so the total
resistance, R of cake and filter may be added together to get,
R = R + Rf (5)
where R^ = resistance of the filter medium
The volume of cake formed, Vr is
Vc = AAL (6)
Let the specific deposit, be the volume of cake formed per unit volume of filtrate,
then
GV - AAL (7)
Equation (3) becomes;
dV AAPA2
dt (8)
Expressing the intrinsic resistance, r., in terms of mass of dry cake solids formed per
unit volume of filtrate,w,the specific resistance, rwc is related to rc by;
Rwcw = rc° (9)
Substituting in equation (8) we have
dV AAPA2
dt ^(r
At constant pressure, on integration over time,
2APA2 APA
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V * 2APA2 + APA ( 1 3 )
The specific resistance rwc is calculated from the slope m of the line
2APA*
Procedure for the Determination of Specific Cake Resistance
200 ml of the sludge sample was placed in 500 ml beakers and varying dosages(1000 to
6000mg/l) of Moringa oleifera powder was added. The beakers were placed in the jar test
apparatus. The paddles were inserted and thoroughly mixed at 100 rpm for 1 minute.
The speed was reduced to 40 rpm and continuously stirred to prevent sludge settling.
50 ml of each of the prepared samples was added to the Buchner funnel containing a
filter pad and connected to the vacuum pump. Vacuum pressure of 69000 N/m2 was
applied at 15 seconds intervals and the volume of the filtrate measured. Observations
were made until the vacuum broke or the filtrate volume remained constant.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Gravity Settling Studies
Table 1 shows the summary of the results of gravity settling of waste activated sludge for
varying dosages of Moringa oleifera, shelled blended and shelled blended oil extracted
from 3750 to 5000 mg/L It was observed that increasing dosage of Moringa oleifera
resulted in increasing reduction in sludge volume compared to the control. For the
shelled blended category, from a control with sludge reduction of 4.6%, increasing
dosage of Moringa oleifera resulted in increase in sludge volume reduction reaching a
peak at 12% at 4750 mg/1 dosage and reducing to 10 % at 5000 mg/1 dosage. For the
shelled blended oil extracted category, increasing dosage of Moringa oleifera also resulted
in increased reduction in sludge volume from the control of 4% reduction to 6.7% at
3750 mg/1, to 8.7% at a dosage of 4250 mg/1 and decreasing to a minimum of 7.3 %
at 5000 mg/1 dosage. Similarly, in Table 2 for the dry powder(shelled blended)
application, it was observed that sludge volume reduction increased with increasing
dosage of Moringa powder from 5 % at control to 13 % at 1200 mg (6000 mg/1). After
which continued dosage gave constant sludge volume reduction.
When the results are compared to the control, it was observed that the shelled
blended category was able to achieve a maximum of 2.6 times reduction in sludge
volume compared to the control at a dosage of 4750 mg/1. The shelled blended oil
extracted category was able to achieve a maximum of 1.9 times sludge volume reduction
at dosage of 4250 mg/1 . Application of the dry powder(shelled blended) was also able
to achieve a maximum of 2.6 times sludge volume reduction compared to the control.
In general, application of the dry seed powder (shelled blended) was found to be
more effective than using the shelled blended oil extracted solution. Further studies
need to be carried out in terms of cost and ease of application, as well as equipment and
facilities which will be required for each application method so as to select the most
efficient method application. The findings from this study the first of its kind, has a
potential for its application to existing sludge holding tanks and drying beds as well as
new sludge treatment plants. The capacity of new sludge holding tanks and drying beds
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can be reduced considerably whilst existing ones can be retrofitted with Moringa oleifera
dosing system after pilot scale studies to enhance the filterability and settling characteristics
of the sludge. It is pertinent to note that up to 30% vegetable oil was extracted from the
shelled Moringa oleiferaseed. Further studies may be carried to explore possible commercial
use of the oil.
TABLE 1
Summary of results of gravity settling studies of waste activated sludge
on application of varying dosages of Moringa oleifera seed
(shelled blended and shelled oil extracted)
Dosage
(mg/1)
Control
3750
4000
4250
4500
4750
5000
Sludgt; volume
reduction (%) after
gravity s
30
Shelled
Blended
4.6
7.3
8
9.3
9.3
12
10
•ettling for
mins.
Shelled
blended
oil
extracted
4.6
6.7
8
8.7
8
8
7.3
Ratio of sludge
volume reduction
after gravity settling
to control
Shelled Shelled
blended blended
oil
extracted
1 1
1.6 1.5
1.7 1.9
2 1.7
2 1.7
2.6 1.7
2.2 1.6
TABLE 2
Summary of results of gravity settling studies of waste activated sludge
on application varying dosages of dry Moringa oleifera
seed powder (shelled)
Dosage of shelled
blended Dry
Moringa powder
(mg)
Control
500(2500 mg/1)
600(3000 mg/1)
700(3500 mg/1)
800(4000 mg/1)
900(4500 mg/1)
1000(5000 mg/1)
1100(5500 mg/1)
1200(6000 mg/1)
1300(6500 mg/1)
1400(^000 mg/1)
Sludge
volume
reduction (%
after gravity
settling for
30mins.
5
9
10
11
11
11.5
12
12.5
13
13
13
Ratio of sludge
volume
reduction after
gravity settling
to control
1
1.8
2
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.6
2.6
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Determination of Specific Cake Resistance and Optimum Dosage
For each dosage of shelled blended Moringa oleifera applied, plot of t/V versus V was
plotted which gave straight lines from which the specific resistances were calculated
using equation 14. From Fig. 4, it is observed that the optimum dosage of Moringa oleifera
was 4000 mg/1 with specific resistance, rwc of 2.5 x 10 12 m/kg for vacuum filtration.
This value compares well with that reported by Droste(1997) for synthetic polymers.
Cortcenlrttion of Monnga Otetfera Se«te(mg/n
Fig. 1 Specific cake resistance variation with Moringa oleifera dosage
CONCLUSIONS
1. Within the economic dosage range of Moringa oleifera of 3750 to 5000 mg/1, sludge
volume reduction increased with increasing dosage.
2. The shelled blended category applied in dry powder form performed better than the
solution of shelled blended oil extracted categories of Moringa oleifera.
3. For vacuum filtration, the specific cake resistance was found to decrease with
increasing dosage of Moringa oleifera to an optimum of 2.5 x 1012 m/kg at a dosage
of 4000 mg/1.
4. Up to 30% vegetable oil was extracted from the Moringa oleifera seed using the
Soxhlet method.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to present the development of Geological Rating (GR) to
carry out slope assessment. In this study, the D-Slope has been developed using geological,
hydrological and geotechnical data to evaluate the potential failure of slopes. The
geological complexity, the scale of the instability phenomena and the high number of
interacting factors complicate most the natural and cut slope analysis. In order to be able
to have a structured approach to such complexity, a comprehensive method based on the
Geological Rating (GR) is proposed. A total of fourteen (14) parameters (12 geological
parameters and 2 hydrological parameters) relating to the slopes have been considered.
The slopes are divided into four categories: (I) Not Dangerous Slope (NDS), (II) Slighdy
Dangerous Slope (SDS), (III) Moderately Dangerous Slope (MDS), and (IV) Highly
Dangerous Slope (HDS). The definitions of these categories are discussed.
Keywords: Geological rating, slope stability, expert system
INTRODUCTION
Large-scale instability phenomena in natural and/or cut slopes frequently occur in
structurally and geologically complex regions, particularly in the mountainous areas.
Most mountainous areas, the topography is very steep and slope failures are often caused
by the construction of roads. But, very little attention has been given to the assessment
of slope stability when planning roads in steep mountainous areas. In fact, techniques
of planning roads in mountainous areas have not yet been generalized and, at present,
success of such works depends on the individual knowledge and experience of experts.
The purpose of this study is to develop an expert system that can be used to evaluate
the potential failure of slopes.
Expert System
An Expert System is a system that employs human knowledge captured in a computer
to solve problems that normally require human expertise. It is used to propagate scarce
knowledge resources for improvement and results.
Expert Systems were developed by the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community as early
as the mid 1960s. During the 1970s expert system was mostly a laboratory curiosity.
Researchers are focussed on developing ways of representing and reasoning about
knowledge in a computer, and not designing the actual system. Very few applications
especially for engineers were developed. Most of the expert systems in 1970s were
developed on powerful workstations using languages such as LISP, PROLOG, and OPS
(Durkin 1994).
In 1979, a group of individuals who were intimately involved with the development
of earlier expert systems met a workshop chaired by Don Waterman and Frederick
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Hayes-Roth. This workshop was to exchange ideas or knowledge in the field of expert
systems and also to formulate a way of developing such systems (Hayes-Roth et al. 1983).
During 1980s, the number of expert systems developed had slightly increased with
a report of 50 deployed systems by 1985. Now, the increase is very rapid due to the
spreading of the success stories of the technology. At present, with the Personal
Computers and the introduction of easy-to-use expert system software development tool
which is called "shell" are available the opportunity to develop an expert system is now
in the hands of many individuals from all disciplines (Fig. 1). For example, a system
called EXOFS was constructed with an expert system shell named Xi Plus from Inference
Corporation. The shell includes both frame and rule representation (Turban 1992).
According to Turban (1992), Expert Systems can provide major benefits to users
such as increased output and productivity, increased quality, reduced downtime, flexibility,
reliability, accessibility to knowledge, and increased capabilities of other computerized
systems.
The development of expert system in engineering field is still in the early stage.
According to Durkin (1994), 150 expert systems have been developed in the engineering
area. Manufacturing, business and medicine showed the highest expert systems application
being developed. Fig. 2 shows the number of expert systems that have been developed
in each area.
Usp Ftatag Ops Oher
Fig 1. Software used in expert system development (Durkin J. 1994)
THE DEVELOPMENT OF D-SLOPE
The D-Slope is a system that imitates the reasoning processes experts used to solve slope
stability problems. It is developed using three main types of data, namely:
1. Geological Data
2. Geotechnical Data
3. Hydrological Data
The aim of the tD-Slope is to provide a technique for carrying out slope assessment
in a proper manner. A number of steps have to be followed and these include the choice
of parameters relevant to the problem and the rating assignment to different classes of
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Fig 2, Number of developed expert systems in various
application areas (I>urkinJ. 1994)
parameters. The progress chart for the development of D-Slope is shown in Fig. 3. The
Geological Rating (GR) is proposed because of the need to incorporate these data into
the analysis of the potential of slope instability. The proposed GR is discussed in detail
in the next chapter.
Geological Data
Twelve (12) geological parameters are considered for the D-Slope and they are based on
the of slope failures in tropical countries. The parameters are:
previous instability
faults
joints
folds
aperture
persistence
spacing
number of major sets
orientation
10. geology
11. weathering
12. slope dimension
According to Mazzoccola and Hudson (1996), the rating for the parameters is
between 0 to 2. This is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig 4, The rating parameters (MazzoccoUa and Hudson 1996)
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Geotechnical Data
Four geotechnical parameters are considered which are cohesion, internal friction, unit
weight and pore water pressure. These parameters are needed to calculate the Factor of
Safety of the slopes. The Factor of Safety of the slope is part of the criteria that
determines the slope condition.
Hydrological Data
There are two hydrological parameters they are hydraulic condition and rainfall. The
rating of these two parameters are shown in Fig. 4.
THE GEOLOGICAL RATING (GR)
Based on the three main types of data for the D-Slope, a total of 14 parameters (12
geological parameters and 2 hydrology parameters) are selected to develop the Geological
Rating (GR). The data for the parameters was collected at Pos Selim Highway. This
highway is still under construction by MTD Capital Bhd. The sample of field data is
shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig 3. Pos Selim data sheet
The individual parameter rating based on Mazzaccolla and Hudson (1996) is then
assigned to the field data. The total rating for each location of the slope, R, is calculated.
The maximum rating, Rmax, is 28. The Rt at each location is tabulated in Table 1.
The formula for Geological Rating (GR) is shown below.
GR = R,/R (1)
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where,
GR = Geological Rating
Rt = Total individual rating collected at site
R = Maximum ratine
max o
Thus, based on the above formula, the GR then calculated and is shown in Table 2.
The total
Location
CH 3400
CH5080
CH6800
CH8870
CH9100
CHI 0360
A
B
C
1UPM
2UPM
3UPM
TABLE 1
individual rating collected at site
Slope Height
37
28
17
48
49
24
8
12
13
8
7
7
16
14
11
16
15
15
10
15
17
11
14
11
Location
CH 3400
CH5080
CH6800
CH8870
CH9100
CH 10360
A
B
C
1UPM
2UPM
3UPM
TABLE 2
The Geological Rating
Slope Height
37
28
17
48
49
24
8
12
13
8
7
7
GR
0.667
0.583
0.458
0.667
0.625
0.625
0.417
0.625
0.708
0.458
0.583
0.458
The graph GR versus Slope Height is plotted below (Fig. 6). From the graph of
correlation between GR and Slope Height, there is an indication showing that the GR
increases with the increase of the Slope Height.
The data for Geological Affected Area, GA, is obtained at the site. The Area Ratio,
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Fig. 6. Slope height vs geological rating
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AR is calculated by dividing GA with Investigated Area, IA.
AR = GA/IA
where,
(2)
AR = Area Ratio
GA = Geological Affected Area
IA = Investigated Area
The results of AR are summarized in Table 3 below. Correlation is made between AR
and the Slope Height. This is shown in Fig. 7. From the graph, the AR increases with
the increase of the Slope Height.
TABLE 3
The results of calculated Area Ratio
Location Slope Height AR
CH 3400
CH5080
CH6800
CH8870
CH9100
CH 10360
A
B
C
1UPM
2UPM
3UPM
37
28
17
48
49
24
8
12
13
8
7
7
Slope Height vs AR
0.300
0.429
0.526
0.361
0.347
0.952
0.075
0.129
0.149
0.250
0.178
0.101
90
80
•g 70
£ 60
© 50
co 30 \
20
10
0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 1
AR
Fig; 7. Slope height vs area ratio
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Slope Category
For the D-Slope to perform the assessment, the slope category is required. A correlation
between GR and AR is developed. This is shown in Fig. 8. From the graph, a simple slope
category is proposed. The proposed slope categories are:
I Not Dangerous Slope (NDS)
II Slightly Dangerous Slope (SDS)
III Moderately Dangerous Slope (MDS)
IV Highly Dangerous Slope (HDS)
Based on Fig. 8, the range of GR for each category is selected. This is summarized in the
Table 4 below.
The definition of each slope category is described below.
TABLE 4
The slope category and the range of GR
Slope Category
Not Dangerous
Slightly Dangerous
Moderately Dangerous
Highly Dangerous
Geological Rating (GR)
0 < G R s 0.4
0.4 < G R s 0.5
0.5 < G R s 0.6
0.6 < G R s 1.0
1
09
08
07
Q6
04
Q3
02
01
t •
I! •
! !
0 01 02 03 04 05 06 Q7
Fig. 8. Geological rating versus area ratio
I Not Dangerous Slope (NDS)
For a slope with GR less than 0.4, it is categorized into Not Dangerous Slope because
the destruction is not significant enough to cause damage to the highway even if the
slope collapses.
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II Slightly Dangerous Slope (SDS)
For a slope to be rated as Slightly Dangerous Slope, its GR is normally between 0.4 to
0.5. It is said to be slightly dangerous because the failure of this kind of slope would only
be a temporary nuisance to the highway by partially closing the road and in addition the
remedial cost is low. Fig. 9 shows a slope rated as SDS is situated at CH6800 Pos Selim
Highway.
Fig. 9. A slightly dangerous slope with GR 0.458 and slope height 17m located
at CH6800 Pos Selim highway. The failed areas are highlighted in circle.
III Moderately Dangerous Slope (MDS)
Basically for a slope with GR between 0.5 to 0.6, it can be categorized as a Moderately
Dangerous Slope. The volume of failed material is high and the degree of hazard and
risk is moderate if this type of slope collapses.
IV Highly Dangerous Slope (HDS)
For a Highly Dangerous Slope, the dimension of the slope is high and the geological
rating is more than 0.6. The failure volume is predicted to be huge and the severity of
damage is expected to be great and can lead to incredible loss of properties and heavy
casualties if the slope fails.
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis, the study has shown that the geological rating (GR) can be
expressed as:
where,
GR = Geological Rating
Rt = Total individual rating collected at site
Rmax = Maximum rating
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The slope categories can be expressed with GR as follows:
I Not Dangerous Slope, 0 < GR <; 0.4
II Slightly Dangerous Slope, 0.4 < G R s 0.5
III Moderately Dangerous Slope, 0.5 < G R s 0.6
IV Highly Dangerous Slope, 0.6 < GR s 1.0
NOTATION
GR Geological Rating
Rt field affected geological rating
R m a x maximum rating for the geological parameters
AR Area Ratio
GA Geological Affected Area
IA Investigated Area
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ABSTRACT
Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA) technology is currently used in many countries. This is a gap
grade mix with a high percentage of coarse aggregates. As such there is a tendency for
the binder in the gap-graded mix to drain down during the hot weather that may cause
premature failure of the mix. Various fibre types have been used successfully in SMA.
However, the overall cost of the mix tends to be much higher than that in conventional
mix. This paper looks into the suitability of the Malaysian fibre for the use in SMA.
The fibre is analysed and compared with traditional European fibre that is commonly
used in SMA. Several experiments on the fibre have been done including Fibre Drain
Down Test and Morphological analysis using the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).
Besides this, chemical analysis was also carried out with a variation of cellulose content,
particle size and Gas Chromatograph analysis. The result of the preliminary analysis
shows that Malaysian fibre has the potential to replace the imported traditional fibre.
Keywords: Stone mastic asphalt, imported fibre and Malaysian fibre
INTRODUCTION
In this current economic situation, the limited resource that is available should be used
at an optimum level to reduce the expenditure of the government in the laying of roads.
Roads are the lifelines of a country. The sustainability, of this country's economy
depends much on the land transportation system. According to roads branch (JKR
1987) for the past ten years, an estimated RM3581 million has been spent to build roads,
of which RM1560 million is spent on the maintenance of the existing roads, due to the
fatigue cracking, rutting and stripping problem.
The above figure indicates that maintenance cost for road is very high. To cut down
maintenance cost and probably the overall cost of road laying and maintenance, an
alternative approach using the most advanced and durable pavement material such as
Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA) has to be conducted.
Objective of Project Study
The main objective of this study is to analyse the suitability of the Malaysian fibre used
in Stone Mastic Asphalt. Several experiment or fibre analysis was conducted to determine
the characteristic of Malaysian fibre and its usage in SMA. This fibre study includes
production, screening, pulping, chemical and mechanical analysis.
BACKGROUND ON STONE MASTIC ASPHALT
Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA) is a gap-graded mix with a high coarse aggregate content
of 70-80%, binder content of 6.5-7.0% and filler contents of around 7-9%. The
percentage of fibre that is required for SMA 0.3% and air voids of around 4%.
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The skeletal formation of the coarse aggregate provides high resistance to deformation.
Adding the fibres to the binder will prevent the asphalt from draining off during
storage, transport and laying. Very soft binder may drain down easily. Bethune(1993)
states that mastic fills the voids and retaining chips in position. It has an additional
stabilising effect, as well as providing the design air voids. The result is a highly durable
rut resistant asphalt mix.
SMA can be used on all types of road and it is ideal for roads with heavy traffic. Its
high binder content gives a longer life than conventional mixes. The second advantage
is its coarse and open texture which generally provides high skid resistance at all speeds,
as well as good drainage and fewer spray problems (Bethune 1993).
Analysis of Fibre Morphology by Scanning Electron Microscope
The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) output is shown in Platesl,2,3 and 4. Plate 2
shows a thick presence of Malaysian fibre whilst Plate 1 shows otherwise. Plates 3 and 4
shows the state of cellulose Fibre after recovering from slight damage after mixing.
Plate 1: Imparted fibre (1000X Magnification) Plate 2: Malaysian fibre (1000X Magnification)
Plate 3: Recovered imported fibre (1000X)
t
Plate 4: Recovered Malaysian fibre 1000X
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Chemical Analysis of Fibre
The imported traditional Fibre is cellulose based fibre which is approximately
cellulose, whilst the Malaysian fibre is about 65% cellulose fibre. From Fig. 1, it can be
seen that the percentage distribution of Holocellulose below 200um is almost similar.
From 200|nm to 600nm a linear increment is observed. However, upon approaching a
percentage distribution of 77% Holocellulose stage occur to the graph before reaching
its ultimate condition from 600 ,^m.
Fig". 1. % Holocellulose vs particle size
From Fig. 2, the percentage of alpha-cellulose below 200mm is constant but a gradual
decrement is noticeable. From 200fim to 600um a linear decrement is observed.
However, at 600um the graph remains constant at 62.5% alpha-cellulose.
V
Fig. 2. % Alphacellulose vs particle size
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The chemical analysis on Malaysian fibre by Liew and FRIM (1994) have been taken
into consideration. This analysis was conducted to monitor the presence of any deleterious
substance that would react with asphalt. Table 1 and Table 2 show the chemical
composition and chemical properties of Malaysian fibre and imported fibre respectively.
TABLE 1
Chemical composition of Malaysian fibre
Constituents
Ash(%)
lignin(%)
Holocellulose (%)
Alpha-cellulose (%)
Ethanol-Aceton Extractive (%)
Summative analysis (%)
Source: Liew(1996)
Sample
Malaysian Malaysian
fibre Vascular fibre (after
Bundle
3.36
19.16
77.04
62.24
1.94
101.50
TABLE 2
Chemical properties of Malaysian fibre
Constituents
Moisture Content
Hot Water Soluble
Alkali soluble
Malaysian fibre (
10.40
13,40
29.90
Alcohol benzene soluble 3.20
refining)
3.23
17.50
75.33
67.53
2.87
99.23
%)
Source: FRIM(1994)
Pyrolysis Gas Chromatography Analysis
Figure 3 shows the mixture for both asphalt with imported fibre and asphalt with
Malaysian fibre. Results indicate that both peak at the same instance as plain asphalt for
the asphalt chemical component. Both the behaviour of imported and the Malaysian
fibre display almost similar properties.
From this analysis it is clear that there are no deleterious components in the fibre
that may cause problems to the mix.
RESULTS OF THERMAL PULPING
After the grinding process, the particle was passed through a sieve size of SOO^ im prior
to the pressurised thermal pulping. Plates 5 and 6 show the outcomes of pulping the
Malaysian fibre and ilmported fibre. The fractional screening for Malaysian fibre and
imported fibre is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. From the result obtain, it can be
seen that the trend of particle distribution is almost the same for both Malaysian and the
imported fibre but the sizes differ from 500um for the Malaysian fibre and 50\im for the
imported fibre.
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80/100 Asphalt
80/100 Asphalt + Import Fibre
Fig. 3. fyrolysis gas chromatograph
Plate 5. Pulped imported fibre Plate 6. Pulped Malaysian fibre
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Fibre Drain Down Test
The drain down test is a traditional procedure to carry out sustainability of the Malaysian
fibre against the imported fibre. From Fig. 6, it can be clearly seen that the Malaysian
fibre is performing better than imported fibre. However, from Fig. 7, the performance
of the recovered fibre dropped slightly. It can be concluded that the performance of
Malaysian fibre was quite satisfactory.
MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION I. O. -
AVERAGE OF SIX SAMPLE
i C
C MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION I. O. -
" LE AVERAGE OF SIX SAMPLE
;
 M
P 0
100 200 300 400 500
DtAM Microns
26.32 46.32
CHAM Microns
Fig-. 4. Fractional screening for Malaysian fibre Fig. 5. Fractional screening for imported fibre
WEIGHT
OF OIL
PASSES
(9)
Imported fibre Malaysian fibre
SAMPLE
Fig. 6. Comparison between imported & Malaysian fibre vs weight of oil passes
CONCLUSION
Based on the results obtained, the following conclusions were made. Firstly, the Fibre
Morphological analysis by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Fraction Screening
Analysis (sieve analysis) show that the pulped Malaysian fibre seemed to be thicker
(below 500mm) compared to imported fibre (below 50mm). This condition of Malaysian
fibre can be improved by further pulping.
Secondly, according to the results obtained from the chemical analysis, Malaysian
fibre contains cellulose content of up to 65%, whilst imported fibre contain higher
cellulose of up "o 80%. The advantage of the imported fibre is its soft structured nature
in texture of alpha-cellulose, allowing easier expansion when heated up. This analysis
also shows that the expansion of the cellulose makes the asphalt more viscous and
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WEIGHT
OF OIL
PASSES
(9)
Recovered Recovered Puip-
fmported fibre Malaysian fibre
SAMPLE
Fig. 7. Comparison between recovered imported fibre & recovered
Malaysian Fibre vs weight of oil passes
provides the ability to retain the asphalt during the drain out process when temperature
increases.
In the Fibre Drain Down test, by using motor oil, Malaysian fibre shows better
performance than imported fibre within the allowable five minutes duration time of
draining out period. There is however, a noticeable dripping of oil from Malaysian fibre
indicating that it has yet to be stable. This may be assumed due to the thick presence
of Malaysian fibre. This assumption can be accepted when the Recovered Fibre Drain
Down Test shows a stable drain out within the allowable duration. However, the results
are still inferior compared to imported fibre. Even though the drain off rate is not
comparable to imported fibre but it is still acceptable because the performance of the
Malaysian fibre is still within the given range, set by the European cellulose producer.
The main conclusion is that Malaysian fibre does perform comparably to imported
fibre and could be an alternative supplement to replace imported fibre. However, more
finding is required to improve its performance.
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ABSTRACT
Fatigue cracking is one of the major distresses found in many asphalt pavements. The
premature cracking of the pavements results in the increased annual cost of resurfacing,
maintenance and rehabilitation. Generally, any asphalt mix is tested in the laboratory
and predictions are made using the performance curves and local conditions. However,
in Malaysia there are not any pavement prediction models developed yet that can be used
to predict the asphalt mix's fatigue life performance under the local environmental
conditions. This paper looks into the fatigue characteristics of SMA by using local
materials and environmental conditions. For the purpose of evaluation SMA14 ( SMA
with 14mm aggegate as nominal) with 5 different gradations within the JKR's ACW14
gradation envelope were used. The repeated load indirect tensile tests at three different
temperatures (30°C, 40°C, 50°C) and five different dynamic loadings (500N, 750N,
1000N, 1250N, 1500N) were carried out under stress controlled mode using the MATTA
Machine. The fatigue performance test results plotted on a logarithmic scale of fatigue
strain and load repetitions showed a good agreement with the historic trend of the
fatigue data. The logarithmic relationship between fatigue loading and strain was
evaluated and found to be linear at certain reliability regardless of the testing condition
and mix parameter. This indicates that the fatigue model for SMA is a function of asphalt
volume, resilient modulus and the fatigue strain values.
Keywords: Fatigue modelling, stone mastic asphalt
INTRODUCTION
The surveys of asphalt pavement performance conducted in the United States and
United Kingdom indicated that fatigue cracking was generally the most important type
of distress (Rogers et al 1963; Finn et al 1972). The same problem also happened in
Malaysia, based on the investigations into the distresses on Malaysian roads. The studies
also showed that one of the primary modes of pavement distress was fatigue cracking in
bituminous surfacing, especially on heavily trafficked roads (Bullman et al. 1977; Ministry
of Works 1987). This shows that the conventional mixes around the world including
Malaysia, are inadequate in minimizing fatigue cracking in road pavements.
The Pavement Engineering Unit of Universiti Putra Malaysia had been working on
the formulation of the Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA) mix design modified to suit the local
environment and traffic loading (Ratnasamy et al 1995; Ratnasamy et al. 1996). Since
then, the Unit had come to the point where SMA was used in the analysis to predict
fatigue cracking. It was because SMA had shown good performance including longer
fatigue life in Europe, the United States and Australia (Wonson 1996), it is necessary to
predict the fatigue life of SMA in order to be effective in evaluating and controlling the
fatigue cracking of SMA Pavements.
SPECIMEN PREPARATION
Materials
The materials for the preparation of the SMA samples were selected based on the
standard set by the European countries. However, the Malaysian JKR specifications were
widely used in confirming the properties of the binders and aggregates. Since SMA is a
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gap graded mix, cellulose fibers were used to ensure its durability in tropical climates.
In this study granite stones and Petronas rubberized asphalt were used.
Mixtures
At the beginning of this study, SMA14 (SMAwith 14 mm aggregate as nominal) with five
different gradations within the JKR's ACW14 gradation envelope were used. Several
adjustments were in the gradations to ensure high percentage of coarse aggregates. The
five different aggregate gradations (Gl, G2, G3, G4 and G5) and a typical SMA
gradations are presented in Fig. 1. The SMA formulation was done by using the
modified Marshall method and the Asphalt Institutes MS-2 specifications.
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Fig. 1. Five aggregate gradations for SMA 14 mix and typical SMA
Test Apparatus
The Repeated Load Indirect tensile Test was used for investigating the fatigue performance
of SMA mix. This method has been chosen due to its convenience for routine
measurements. The sophisticated and user-friendly universal testing machine called
Material Testing Apparatus (MATTA) from Australia has been used to carry out the
fatigue tests. The pneumatic and electronic control and data acquisition equipment is
conveniently housed in a compact stainless steel trolley, and an environmental chamber
that provides accurate control of temperature (2°C - 60°C) for bituminous mixture
testing.
Fatigue Performance Test Procedure
The timing of the dynamic loads is selected in such a way as to simulate the actual load
pulses on the pavement by the moving vehicles on the roads. Pavement temperatures
can reach 60°C during real hot weather. As such a range of temperatures were selected
for the fatigue tests. The tests were ran under the following conditions:
• Loading time was set at 0.1s while rest time set to 0.4s.
• Three different temperatures (30°C, 40°C and 50°C) were selected.
• Five different dynamic loads (500 N, 750 N, 1000 N, 1250 N and 1500 N) were
selected.
I
Fig. 2 shows a general outline of fatigue performance test procedure for SMA14. The
data from the fatigue tests and voids analysis were used to develop the SMAH's fatigue
model.
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Fig, 2. General outline of fatigue performance test procedure
VARIABLES USED IN THE MODELLING
The fatigue performance of any asphalt mixes are a function several variables. In this
study, the following parameter were used extensively.
Percentage of volume of asphalt
Percentage of volume of voids in the mix
Percentage of voids in mineral aggregates
Strain values of the mix
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The fatigue life is defined as the total number of load repetitions that cause a fracture
of the specimen. The strain levels were measured at 200th load cycles.
When all the fatigue performance data of SMA14 mixes were plotted on an initial
strain-fatigue life logarithmic basis, the fatigue life of SMA14 can be represented by only
one fatigue life equation. Fig. 3 presents the relationship between initial strain and
fatigue life. The relationship between fatigue life and initial strain for SMA14 displayed
a definite trend or pattern in material behavior. This is quite similar to studies under
taken previously in the 60's and 70's (Saal and Pell 1960; Epps et aL 1972; Pell and
Cooper 1974; Brown et aL 1974).
The linear relationship between fatigue life and initial strain can be improved by
adding other variables into the model. This has been done by using three regression
methods: forward, stepwise, and backward elimination procedures. The regression
methods were conducted to determine which variables made a significant contribution
to explain fatigue life. Variables of interest in the development of the fatigue model are:
fatigue life (Nf), percentage volume of asphalt (VA), percentage volume of air voids (Vv),
percentage of volume voids in mineral aggregate (VMA), percentage of voids filled with
asphalt (VFA), resilient modulus (MR), and initial strain (STRN).
Two different fatigue model equations were developed. The equations are as follows:
The fatigue model (with the Mallows Cp = 83.6, R2 = 0.847, and adjusted R2 = 0.845)
is:
LN = - 0.337 + 3.568 LA + 0.828 LR - 1.129 LSN
While the fatigue model (with the Mallows Cp = 5.55, R2= 0.932 and adjusted R2 = 0.927)
derived from backward elimination procedure is:
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Fig. 3, The relationship between fatigue life and initial strain
LN = - 655.459 - 334.736 IA - 12.454 LV + 358.946 LVM + 319.614 LVF - 1.39 LSN
log(Fatigue life, Nf in unit of cycle)
log(Percentage volume of asphalt, VA)
log(Percentage volume of voids, Vv)
log (Percentage of volume voids in mineral aggregate, VMA)
log(Percentage of voids filled with asphalt VFA),
log(Resilient modulus, MR in unit of MPa)
log(Strain, STRN in unit of
where:
LN
LA
LV
LVM
LVF
LR
LSN
Theoretically, the second model seems to be the best fatigue model in the regression
analysis because of the bigger R2 and adjusted R2 compared to the first model. Whereas,
the Mallows CP in the second model is smaller than first model.
However, the pairwise correlation r of -0.84 between LA and LV, 0.90 between LA
and LVF, 0.97 between LA and LVM, -0.99 between LV and LVF, and -0.94 between
LVM and LVF. The pairwise correlation of the pair of predictors (LR, LSN) is -0.92. It
is more effective to include only one of four volume variables LA, LV, LVF and LVM in
the fatigue model. The first fatigue model only contains the LA predictor among LA,
LV, LVM, LVF predictors. For this reason, the first fatigue model has been selected.
CONCLUSIONS
There is a linear relationship between initial strain and fatigue life when data plotted on
a logarithmic scale. The linear relationship shows good agreement with the historic
trend of the fatigue data.
The fatigue life can be related to the asphalt volume, the resilient modulus, and the
initial strain by the equation:
LN = - 0.337 + 3.568 IA + 0.828 LR - 1.129 LSN
Where the LN ii the log of fatigue life in the number of load applications, LA is the log
of asphalt volume in percentage, LR is the log of resilient modulus in MPa, and LSN is
the log of initial strain in unit of 10"6.
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ABSTRACT
Most major geohazards such as floods, forest fire and oil spills occur suddenly, and
require an immediate response. This paper describes the development and establishment
a spatial information technology and engineering system that uses GIS and Remote
Sensing technologies to detect, monitor and assess geohazards, including floods, forest
fire and oil spills. The potential application of Remote sensing and GIS techniques for
floods and oil spills is discussed. The oil spill risk management system study was
developed for coastal zone of Peninsular Malaysia. The development of GIS database
used remotely sensed data from Landsat TM, SPOT Panchromatic and MSS, AVHRR and
air-borne images.
For the flood studies, Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was created for Klang River
Basin from the input data of contour lines. DEMs stored the data for the slope analysis,
terrain analysis and also visualizing for the flood simulation. SCS TR-55 Model was used
to predict the extent of inundation and depth of flooding. Parameters of rainfall, land-
use and hydrological relief were adopted as the main input data. These two case studies
will provide the technical guidelines for in-depth study in GIS and remote sensing for
disaster management.
Keywords: Spatial information technology, disaster management
INTRODUCTION
The world is confronted by the ever-increasing threat of the loss of life, property, and
natural resources due to natural disasters. In the past three decades, the frequency of
natural disasters has increased (Kriemer and Munasinghe 1991; Anderson 1991). A
natural disaster is considered to be an event, triggered by a geophysical, or climatological
phenomena resulting in, or having the potential to result in widespread loss of life and
property, and destruction of the community's infrastructure of such significance that the
community has to seek outside assistance to recover from the effects of the phenomena.
Advances in sciences and information technology (which include GIS and Remote
Sensing) has given a way of solution to save the community. Spatial information
technologies are extremely useful in the management of disasters because of these
resources, activities, and natural conditions can be represented digitally as describe by
McKee et al (1998). This means that information about them can be:
• Collected by means of remote sensing using wireless communication to devices with
sensors. The devices may be fix firmly, or may be mobile with wireless communication
devices reporting their GPS-determined locations and sensed values.
• Displayed on computer displays on desktops, in vehicles, or handheld devices.
• Merged and analysed by GIS, which overlays and co-locates digital maps so that
queries can produce new maps.
• Communicated over the same communication networks that carry voice and other
kinds of data communications.
The integration of this remote sensing data and GIS as the operational tools will built
up a proper system for disaster management. It is also expandable to include additional
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disaster-related data and models with their associated remote sensing data requirements
and distributed data sources.
An important of environmental remote sensing to land resources management is its
potential to map resources and to monitor changes that occur in boundary surface
conditions over extended period of time. From the viewpoint of land management, the
results of scientific research need to be interpreted and integrated in a practical way for
"real time" application. The theories derived from scientific research need to be
incorporated into a practical model; environmental and land management data need to
be integrated; and a "real-time" methodology needs to be developed to evaluate,
monitor and manage land resources.
The paper reviews the literature from a disaster management perspective followed
by a discussion of the GIS literature based four phases of disaster management. Finally,
the requirements for research on the application of GIS and remote sensing in disaster
management are discussed. Examples of two types of the disaster, flood and oil spill
study, are describe below by using the integrated scheme of remote sensing and GIS.
DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Disaster management in actual action constitutes a complex process. To understand
their constituent, the process can be simplified into 3 major phase of action that is
before, during and after the event.
Before Event (pre-event)
Phase one is before the event. It's constitute of two stages; the preparation and the
prediction. During the preparation stage, the acquisition of data or more specifically,
creating the database are the major focus task. The planning should start long before
the disaster strikes and ready to access whenever the event occur. The database will
recognize the area of interest with related features of disaster. Preparation for disasters
can be done such as emergency plans, monitoring and also training of volunteers.
Understanding the cause and needs of the disaster will conduct an action undertaken.
Mitigation of disaster is also one of the preparation stage in order to prevent the
disaster.
The second stage is the prediction and warning system. Real-time data or predicted
data from other sources such as meteorological department or any detector used to
observe the hazard by analyzing and modelling.
During Event
During the disaster is the time when everybody have to make vital decision. The need for
accurate information at this phase is very urgent. Normally, this phase occur short time
after the predicted date. Various measures may include the information of area
influence, transportation access, alert system, mobilization of resources, evacuation of
victims to recognized safety places, suppression of the hazard and even the assessment
of the immediate emergency needs. This is an important phase when a disaster manager,
along with the community, has to make many vital decisions involving many agencies.
Apr the Event
The system may continue to move on restoration of damages into normalcy such as land
use control, building regulations, or other non-structural measures. Damage assessment
has to be done in written hardcopy or archive. Efforts to rebuild a better and more
disaster-resistant community based on the experience of the disaster. Information and
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experiences in the disaster are documented for a better understanding and mitigation
of disasters in the future. It is very important to equip the community with measures to
cope with the disaster and reduce the vulnerability of the community to the damaging
impacts of the disaster.
The action of each step is overlapped on each other and appears in cyclical pattern.
The monitoring of the natural phenomena is continued for further study of the
phenomena.
The System
The GIS and remote sensing technologies are evolve with the evolution in hardware and
software. In development of an operational system, it is important to provide a real-time
early warning system.
Data
One of the most important requirement for GIS system to work is the data. There are
two types of data required for disaster response: static data and dynamic data (Boone
1995). Static data are the data that does not change very frequently, use to show the
spatial area and features of interest. The database created by applying this static data are
examples of information; are needs for creating the database could be population,
demographic, location, topographical relief and etc.
Whereas the dynamic data refers to the event-specific and the available in real-time.
Stage of event, spatial location, influenced area and types of event are some of the
examples of the dynamic data.
The integration of these static and dynamic data is the main criteria in disaster
management and the system of GIS is the best solution for this requirement. The
process includes the incorporation and interpretation of data from various sources of
agencies.
As the system will interfere with the various agencies and individuals, GIS should
accommodate for the public access of data.
Software and Hardware
GIS is a technology in evolution with rapid advances in hardware and software. Selection
of a suitable operating system is very important, as it is necessary to train people. For the
final decision, to interact with the community, the software should support the multimedia
function.
A survey of bidding vendors conducted by the State of Florida's Emergency
Management Agency revealed that none of the GIS software products had the desired
level of spatial statistical analysis capability (Bales and Loomis 1995). To make the
investment in GIS more cost-effective, the multi tasking of the GIS with multiple
agencies is suggested by Bales and Loomis (1995). However, it is the state of believing
chat between the requirement of the appropriate system and the impact of system
management still fair enough.
Personnel
The person who takes charge of the whole process is someone that is well trained in
these disciplines. Most of them are normally the scientist and engineers who are
experienced in coping with the data handling and data manipulation. It is rather
important for the disaster manager to be familiar with the capabilities of GIS so that he/
she can put the technology to good use.
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The Limitations of Disaster Management
Even though our information technology era has improved, we still confront some of the
limitations such as the data, software, officer and even agencies.
The main limitation of the system will be the ability to get the real-time data from
satellite receiving stations. The repeat coverage of some satellite are very long for
example for Landsat TM, 16 days and SPOT will take about 26 days to orbit for the
second image for each scene.
Though there have been rapid advances in the hardware in terms of speed, storage,
and manipulation capability, the existing commercial software presents difficulties in
serving all the needs of a disaster manager for example lacking of built-in spatial
statistical capability. In some purpose of study, we need to interchange the data
processing between the software in according to avoid the insufficient task of the certain
software. In this case, the problem occur when data support system are. Furthermore
more changing the data format in some case will eliminate some properties of data and
which might be useful information.
The well-trained officer is another problem. Disaster management is still a profession
in evolution and lacks of well-trained officials competent at using computers and other
advanced technology (Drabek 1991). The problem of person in charge is very critical
problem because without them, there is no action can implement.
Such institutional support may not be possible in many developing countries,
providing a major obstacle to the use of this technology in areas most prone to disasters.
GIS APPLICATION IN OIL POLLUTION
The Marine Spill Response Corporation, USA carried out a research and development
(R&D) of an operationally optimised aerial remote sensing system for oil spill response
to enhance oil spill containment and cleanup capabilities. Also, the Emergencies
Science Division of Environment Canada had a mandate to develop operational oil spill
remote sensing to respond to oil spill emergencies. The particular requirements for oil
spill remote sensing include; short response time to minimise environmental impact,
good discrimination between oiled and unoiled surface, and information on the
location, distribution, and quantity of oil in the environment (Giammona et al 1993;
Fruhwirth et al. 1993)
THE GIS BASED OIL SPILL RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
For the past two decade, coastal and marine application have benefited from the
information derived from commercial satellite imagery and used GIS as a powerful tool
to manage the oil pollution at the coastal area. Inm which, GIS applications are heavily
dependent on both the timeliness and currency of the data they contain and the
geographic coverage of the database. However, the remote sensing can provide timely
data at appropriate scales to GIS context.
The Peninsular Malaysian water is fragile ecological and economic area with heavy
ship traffic. The result is high risk of oil pollution, both intention and accidental. Oil
spill detection by means of remote sensing and spatial management in GIS became
possible with the advent of the integration data.
GIS-based risk management systems was developed and used the latest information
technology to store data required for oil spill risks assess, response, planning, and risk
management. GIS is the most efficient system for analysing and visualising a comprehensive
range of variables, held in large databases, which relate to an oil spill. The effects of
alternatives coastal zone development strategies can be tested and presented in an easily
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understandable format. Response co-ordinator may utilise this system to better understand
and manage the incident under their responsibility.
This study discusses the work done utilising GIS and remote sensing technologies to
develop an Oil Spill Risk Management System (OSRMS). This is a GIS-based prototype
system, developed for Peninsular Malaysia focused on the construction of an integrated
database for coastal management especially for oil spillage issues. The OSRMS is
designed into three parts; there are development of GIS database, remotely sensed data
processing, and the oil slick movement prediction.
It is crucial to identify the sources and risk in a spillage incident in order to
formulate counter responses for the emergency situation alertly. However, there is a
problem in incorporating critical stages of data and information needs for emergency
management prior to impact, the immediate post-impact response period, the recovery
period, and opportunity for mitigation are defined. In addition, oil pollution problem
covers a large extent of spatial area, it is essential to have a response management
system, which can manage the large collection of spatial geographic information and
simplify all manipulation of data for analysis, and faster access for emergency co-
ordinator to the best information possible.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
The OSRMS is designed to assist rapid and effective decision making in oil spill
containment and clean up operation in Peninsular Malaysia coastal areas. Oil spill data,
access and protection information will be placed in GIS database and interfacing it with
a GIS database for rapid access, retrieval and query. While, the remotely sensed data as
spatial data input were used to monitor and derive valuable information about marine
water pollution, especially on oil spillage. These remotely sensed data including LANDSAT
TM, SPOT Panchromatic and Multispectral Scanner (MSS), AVHRR and air-borne
images were integrated in the GIS based oil spill risk management system for Malaysia
coast in order to detect, assess the risk and handle the oil spills problem in an alert
situation.
The information can be required from this system such as location of oil spills,
quantity of oil spills, distribution of this in the affected area; for example location of the
areas of heaviest contamination, the length of shoreline affected by the oil slick. An oil
slick movement model was incorporated into this system in favour of predicting the oil
slick movement direction and duration to reach the shoreline. Wind, wave and current
are the main parameters for this model.
The GIS-based system can be used to establish the appropriate response and locate
the dense areas in a slick and local surveillance, to permit clean up vessels to detect the
oil to be cleared in rapid circumstances. This risk management system will allow new
opportunities for assessment, multiple resource planning, permit viewing of the state's
natural resources in ways out, therefore realised, improve the decision-making process,
and provide a baseline for future assessments.
Thus, the information system described in this project will emphasize in the
mapping, visualising, analysing and modelling capabilities of GIS software with a
properly designed database management system for oil spill containment in Peninsular
Malaysia coastal area.
Analysis of the image of the SPOT MSS in Terengganu oil spill clearing demonstrated
the utility of satellite data as a means of detecting oil on the marine surface and of
assessing the distribution of the oil that issued from the incident. Despite, it had
prevented by cloudy weather, this satellite image was effectively in monitoring at 16 days
intervals of oil spill cases along Peninsular Malaysia coastline.
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Full integration of OSRMS and its modelling output will be undertaken by portable
computer or response sites. In addition, OSRMS is also readily adaptable to other
marine environmental management applications.
OSRMS is intended to be a tool for detection and management of environmental
emergency situation. GIS database and its functionality are powerful tool in visualising
the results of modelling, and analysing and visualising potential impacts. As more data
are collected, new layer can be produced, stored, updated and analyse to improve the
sensitive and risk asses map or management system. In outline, benefits of OSRMS
includes improved pre-spill assessment of sensitive shorelines that would require protection
or clean up, improved capabilities to decide equipment deployment and clean up
logistics, improved resource damage assessment and ability to conduct litigation for
damage compensation.
Lastly, OSRMS is not only intended to be a detection system, it will also be a system
for management and support when the emergency situation happens, and provide a
baseline for future assessment.
4
FLOOD STUDIES
A system was developed to monitor and forecast flood event by using the advantage of
remote sensing and GIS technology. The database was developed from infrastructure
such as road network, hydrological data, topographical relief provided by JUPEM, land
use aspect provided by DOE and also the real-time image provided by MACRES. The
SPANS software is use as the platform for the study activity. This software have the
reliable built-in spatial statistical capability required for the study.
Information from contour line, subject to DEM analysis to determine areas subject
to flood inundation. Input data used are digital topographic maps with contours at 20m
intervals scaled 1:10,000 project to Malayan Grid System. Flood prone areas defined
from the structured model DEM. Interpolation algorithms, Triangulated Interpolation
Network (TIN) are use as the scaffolding in the process of creating DEM. Information
may be extracted in two ways, by visual analysis of graphic representation or by
quantitative analysis of digital elevation data. For a 3-D viewing of the landscape, layers
of information such as land cover and hydrographic can be overlaid onto DEM. The
DEM will provide automatic layers for slope analysis, terrain analysis, hydrographic
analysis and flood simulation.
Based on the historical data of flood (records), the subjected area are zoned to
severity code of flooding and this area is known to be the aimed area when the big storm
is predicted to strike.
The second phase of the study is the statistical flood forecasting modeling. SCS TR55
Model was used by adopting assumptions/limitations in use by the model. Rainfall data
are accessed from DID branch, Ampang from raingauge site. Input data of various flood
levels for the certain interested location will allow the early prediction of the extent of
inundation and depth of flooding. Public are warned from time to time before the
disaster strikes to reduce damages and more important are the lives.
For further research, this database can be used for in-depth study and updated for
specific needs individually or agencies.
Using the data base and GIS spatial modelling operations, theories and principles
derived from more traditional geographical research can be technologically applied to
the real-world' land modelling operations, the system also provides the potential for
"real-time" assistance for decision-making activities in flood mitigation.
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CONCLUSIONS
There is a large literature relating to the use of GIS in understanding the physical and
natural phenomena leading to disasters. There is less evidence of transformation of
technical studies on particularm phenomena into information usable by the disaster
planner and manager. Information on the people, socio-economic characteristics,
vulnerability, behavior and perception, and institutional supports available are as important
for responding to disasters as the phenomena itself. A lot of study is geographically
referenced and GIS can be used not only as a management tool, but also as a tool
assisting disaster research. The potential for the use of GIS for all aspects of disasters,
including management and research, is very promising as more and more data becomes
available in the real-time through advancements in remote sensing techniques and quick
transfer of data. Networking capabilities in recent GIS products also holds promise for
a distributed decision support system, particularly in circumstances which do not allow
large investment in a large monolithic emergency information system. The limitations
due to data, software and hardware, training of end users and the institutional capabilities
of the disaster management agencies have to be addressed for the widespread use of this
technology.
The integration of remote sensing with GIS techniques offers an effective tool for
analysis of the risk management. The success of utilisation the remote system and GIS
technology is the user can predict the risk of disasters in an efficiency and alert situation.
In short explanation, the advantages of the technologies are;
1. Allows long-term time series studies and storage of information for future situation.
2. GIS & remote sensing improves information accessibility. RS data covers larger area
inspection saving in cost and time spend. GIS bring together vast amount of
information from a wide variety of sources and applicable.
Improving the management of disasters remains a societal objective. Advances in
science and technology have to be applied to mitigate disasters in order to meet this
objective. Geographic information systems provide an invaluable tool which can largely
assist in streamlining the response to disasters and help in informed decision-making by
individual as well as public official.
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ABSTRACT
From standard static formula for bearing capacity of a single pile foundation, an
algorithm using a reliability approach for the determination of service load was developed.
Using the developed algorithm, the safety measures involved are such as reliability index
and the probability of failure; instead of only factor of safety if conventional deterministic
approach is used. In this study, the developed algorithm is further expanded to include
computation of the weight-matrix of a sequential associative feedback-type neural net
model for the determination of service load of a single pile is introduced. The proposed
technique concludes improved efficiency over the conventional method of commissioning
the functional formula of the weights by exploiting the structural properties of the
matrices appeared in the codification of the service load to a single pile problem as a
quadratic zero-one optimization program. Those structural attributes are distinguished
and described in terms of template-matrix contributions of the constraint functions of
the quadratic optimization, to the weight-matrix asynchronous auto-associative neural
net. It is stated by using those templates, the weight matrix can be taken in intuitively.
Performance results of this research study reveal that neural net deterministic approach
could be a better choice for implementation in identifying the required weight-matrix.
Keywords: Design chart, reliability design approach, auto-associative feedback neural-
net, pile foundation, static formula, learning, potential function, fuzzy-
information processing
INTRODUCTION
We can consider that neural net is a mathematical modeling of information process. It
provides a method of representation of relationship, which is quite dissimilar from the
sequential, conventional logic based digital computer. It represents a quantum range of
artificial neural processing model. These are relatively simple mathematical constructs
that are often thought to loosely model biological metaphor systems. It's representation
involves densely inter-linked networks. The inherent computational speed and parallelism
of neural net is the basic characteristics. Researchers approach neural nets from
divergent perspectives. Summarizing all the approach is a fairly complex task, since
neural net is rapidly changing. However, from architectural viewpoint, current neural
net theory has three main branches: perceptron, associative memory, and biological
models. These are suggestive labels, not a classic terminology, which shows the branches
and researchers associated with each branch. The perceptron branch associated with
Rosenblat in the 1950s is a good example. Currently, most neural nets are perceptron
of one form or another. The associative memory branch is the source of current
research to which Hopfield in 1982 published an influential paper which gave attention
to the associative properties of a class of neural nets. Neural nets model are being
accepted in the civil engineering problems (Goh 1995). Neural net can address the
tasks of interpretation, classification, prediction, estimation and optimization. In civil
engineering problem, most of the neural net applications have focused in feed-forward
neural nets, while a few significant work has contributed in using recurrent feedback
type neural net. Usually, the feed-forward neural net is more applicable in civil engineering
application as compared to other class of problems to which the purpose-state is priorly
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known to a given initial state (such as a sequence o f n x l input column load vectors).
On the other hand, recurrent feedback neural net (auto-associative neural net) is used
where the conclusion is not known in advance. The determination of service load of a
single pile by reliability approach can be an optimization problem. Among feedback
neural nets, the associative neural net indicates a better fit to solving a combinatorial
optimization issue. An auto-associative neural net is a single layer feedback neural net
in a dynamic system, evolving in time, in either a sequential discrete or continuous
output space. The transition in neural net towards an asymptotically stable solution (i.e.,
a minimum, local or global), is a dissipated potential function, E. A combinatorial
optimization problem can be mapped on to an auto-associative feedback configuration
of neural net by building pertinent potential function to which the global minimum is
a solution of the optimization process. One of the difficult tasks facing designers is the
translation of optimization problem into the minimization of this function. Moreover,
the derivation of the weight matrix, associated with this function of the associative
feedback neural net, involves complex symbolic computations. The purpose of this
paper is to present a simplistic way to derive the weight-matrix of a neural net for the
determination of the service loading (capacity divided by the assumed factor of safety)
of a single pile foundation. The service load of a single pile have been developed earlier
(Ab. Malik 1996); this study is to develop a neural net model for it. The implementation
of neural net is described after a brief introduction of neural net.
NEURAI^NET
From an application perspective, one can explore neural net suits in nonlinear, parallel
processing and adaptive. The term neural net is defined by a combined adaptive
network and parallel processing technology. So, it requires a coherent study including
application need, neural net model, and parallel processing. A neural net is an abstract
sophisticated information process simulation system imitates the biological nature that
pertains to the class of machine learning. It is a process of acquiring and retrieving
knowledge. Neural net is characterized not only by its architecture but also by the type
of neurons used by the learning procedure and by the principle of operation. It
processes as deterministic or stochastic systems. In deterministic neural nets, all parameters
and signals are deterministic nature. In stochastic neural nets, signals and parameters
(linked-weights) are changed randomly (some probability) by some random amount.
Our sequel in-search and analysis will aim to address the following questions during
the undertake of this development and research project:
1. How does the auto-associative feedback memory-based neural net algorithm behave
with a current prototype Single pile loading test system?
2. Given a fixed set of training data set pattern, is it better to adjust the linear weight-
matrix after each pattern or (In which case the method becomes a version of neural
net for linear or quadratic programming) all the patterns?
3. How far do the answer of the first two questions apply to the related method such
as mapping on recurrent neural net multi-layer perceptron (MLP) based architecture?
OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF CAPACITY:
DETERMINISTIC VS. RELIABILITY APPROACHES
The determinaticn of predicted capacity, Q, (and consequently the allowable capacity,
QJ can be computed by a depth integration process preferably set up on a spreadsheet
for calculations for every foot of the embedded length of pile. The recommended
procedures can summarized as:
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Select the recommended factor of safety, SF, or reliability index, P, to the respective
method of determination. Determine the perimeter surface area of pile shaft, As and the
toe bearing area, At. The reliable method to determine the pile capacity is to perform
a loading test. The pile could be loaded by using a hydraulic jack and jacking against
reaction piles, or a weighted platform. Piles are often tested after driving when load test
equipment has been made. A detailed comparison of the various methods or testing
systems is beyond the scope of this paper. The density function J (q) can be determined
from the previously developed algorithm (Ab.Malik 1996) :
/ n \
f
 (q) - QP = I Y [(P'ov Ks tan b\ YAs \ + (p\ N%At) I
Where, Q, Q, Q are the predicted capacity, shaft capacity, and toe capacity respectively
from the recommended equations. Also, note that this density function is selected to be
quadratic for mathematical reasons only because and the total predicted capacity from
the algorithm may be found from the different criteria. The variability of the predicted
capacity of a particular site, s.
QUADRATIC ZERO-ONE PROGRAMMING TO SOLVING PILE CAPACITY
It was originally developed for the equality constrained optimization problem, which we
repeat here for convenience. Minimize
f(x) = cTx + /2xTQx, - (2)
x £ {0, l}n, where c E dln, Q E dlnxn is a symmetric nxn matrix. The components of the
design vector x can take only discrete (binary) values 0 or 1. In other words, the design
vector x is represented by an n-dimensional cube called a unit hypercube with vertices
at the points x = [xv x2, ..., xJT, x. e {0, 1} (i = 1, 2, ..., n). In ordinary, such a unit
hypercube has 2n distinct vertices which corresponds to 2n possible states of the neural
net employed to solve the problem. The problem is written equivalently as min
f (x) =xTQ*x, xG{0, 1}"
where,
q'u - CJ + V 2
subject to h.(q) = 0 (i-1,2, ..., n), qEQCjft" .
For this , we will put the construct of the Lagrange function below as
hl(q), (3)
where the components of the vector k = [X,, X2, ...,XJT are the Lagrange multiplier.
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1st type of constraint of the pile loading optimization refers to the Pile settlement
movement s. of each activity si and this could be expressed as
It.
qlk>-t, W
I = 1,2,& , I with I denoting the total number of noncritical tests, while kj(i) and k2(i)
are expressed as
k,(i) *EST. + 1 (5)
k,(i) « EST. + s. + TF. (6)
in eqns. (5) and (6), ESTi and TFi denote, the earliest start time and the total float of
activity i.
Having a defined constrains associated with the single Pile loading test patterns and
a procedure of augmented Lagrangian multiplier optimization, the equality- constrained
quadratic optimization has been replaced by the unconstrained minimization of the
augmented Lagrangian
(7)
Where X., p. denote the Lagrange multiplier and associated penalty parameters. The
augmented Lagrangian has been interpreted as the signal Potential function of an auto-
associative feedback (Hopfield) neural net. Consequently, a solution to the single pile
loading problem can be obtained by minimizing the augmented Lagrangian function,
E = L + factors of safety functions. (8)
The augmented optimization of this phase onto the proposed neural net architecture,
is frame-work modelled to next section.
MAPPING MULTIPLIER OPTIMIZATION ONTO THE FEEDBACK
ASSOCIATIVE NEURAL NET
In order to design neural net for a specified optimization problem, we attempt to
construct a suitable computational function whose minimization leads to a system of
differential equations. There are a number of approaches in the use neural net to
optimization problem; such as follows:
i) Searching type neural net (Parallel Feedback associative - memory or BAM neural
net)
ii) Self- organization map (SOM)
iii) MLP recurrent neural net
iv) Hybrid method combining the above approaches.
In a search type neural net, the neural net is set up in such a way that the dynamic of
the network is constrained toward a local minimum which represent a possible solution.
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dt
(10)
The output of each neuron (PN) is represented by vm, which is related to um called the
net input, by the output function, gm. XUm scale constant which control the speed of the
convergence of neural net. The augmented Lagrangian E of Eqn. (3) can be written in
a matrix form as
f(x) = E(Q):=cTx + y2xTQx + & (11)
where, ft is a constant, and the unconstrained optimization problem that consists of
minimizing the augmented Lagrangian E of Eqn. (11) can be solved on line by
employing the neural network architecture proposed by Savin et al The basic building
block of this architecture is a feedback associative neural net, whose dynamics result in
minimizing an potential function EM(v) , which in a quadratic form of the output vector
x i.e.
EH(v) = -tTv - KvTWv (12)
In Eqn. (12), t is a column vector denoting the threshold inputs to the neurons, and W
is symmetric matrix whose entries are given by the weights of the neural net. To consider
of Feedback associative neural net to minimize the Lagrangian E of Eqn. (11), the
output v of a feedback associative net (Hopfield) is interpreted as the design vector x
associated with a given project, and the weight matrices of the neural net are replaced as
t= -c and -Q=W (13)
The key problem facing the mapping of the Pile loading issue on to a Hofield neural
net is auto-associated with deriving an efficient technique for determining the matrices
Q and c of Eqn. (11). Potential function,
(a)
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(b)
Fig. 1. A simplified auto-associative feedback neural net and its partial-state transitions
DEVELOPING NEURAI^NET: CAPACITY OF SINGLE PILE
Developing on neural net prototype is depicted by the requisite phase-cycle of a Neural
net. Prototype from the conceptual to implementation steps. The phase cycle of
developing an neural net prototype as described in appendix Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 includes
the following issues (Al-Sugair 1997): Neural net feasibility-study, Initialization and
Algorithm analysis, data-set preparation for train/or learning, neural-net architecture
selection, net test and reliability factors, net-training, neural-net self-organization &
adaptation and Implementation.
CONCLUSIONS
These Findings are feasible and theoretically feasible, given the relatively small sample of
a single pile calculation and suggest the possibility of developing a model method to
* mm mmmmm &
* * * * * * * * *
verify
BTBm
iMPfJB^^
Fig. 2. Neural net Prototype for pile capacity test system
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Output layer
hidden- layer
Input-layer S
PN: Process node or neuron
Fig. 3. A fuzzy neural-net model
allow optimization of resulting nonlinear weight-matrix concentrations on the basis of
the configuration of the neural net. If these results are reproduced in large-scale
research studies, that could provide a cheap and effective model method to asses
different single pile loading spreadsheet design test plans.
We believe these are two important factors coming from the present research. Apart
from that, this paper will also provide some attention to some aspect of program
development. We hope that these results may provide the necessary impetus to applying
feedback neural net (reduce-flaws) to non-linear and adaptive system identification.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of wave force or the effects of the coastal engineering structures induce
coastal hazards such as erosion. Coastal engineering structures such as jetties could trap
a sediment transport along the coastline. This could induce erosion in the downstream.
The aim of this study is to model the effects of shoreline changes to jetties located along
coastal water of Chendering, Malaysia. The numerical model will be based on the change
of wave spectra extracted from ERS-1 data. For this purpose, two-dimensional Fourier
Transform was applied on window size of 200 x 200. The quasi-linear model was used to
model significant wave height. The significant wave height was used to model the volume
of sediment transport and shoreline evaluation along jetties.
The result shows that the erosion occurred in the south of Chendering with rate of
change of 4 m/month. The prediction shows that the rate of erosion would increase
within 10 years. This study shows the location of jetty decreases the rate of sediment
transport along the south of Chendering. It can be said that ERS-1 data are able to
predict shoreline evaluation along the coastal structures. The jetty induced an equilibrium
beach profile along jetty. This is due to that jetties-trap sediment in the north of
Chendering, which lead to erosion in the south of Chendering.
Keywords: erosion, sediment transports
INTRODUCTION
Coastal erosion occurs due to the effects of the coastal construction such as jetties, which
is an interesting topic between scientists. Kraus et al. (1984) and Hanson et al (1990)
used a numerical model of waves in order to predict shoreline change due to the
present of breakwater. Kraus et al (1984) found that the accumulation of the sand was
began to take place as the breakwater progressed and by the time the latter were
completed, nearly 370,000 cu. yds. of sand were found deposited in the harbor. Up to
now, there are few studies on wave effects on coastal structures, which were conducted
on the East Coast of Malaysia. Stanely et al (1985) reported that erosion along the
shoreline of Chendering port due to the jetty traps the sediment and causes erosion at
the down of littoral drift and accretion to the upper littoral drift. However, this study
could not model the shoreline rate changes between seasons. Moreover, this study could
not answer question such as what the breakwater effects in terms of short time and long
time. Recently, Maged and Shattri (1997) used radar data (ERS-1) to predict the
shoreline changes along port of Chendering. They found that the rate of erosion was 4
m/yr. Maged and Shattri (1997) could not identify the location of erosion and
sedimentation. Some other studies such as Salleh et al (1991) used numerical model to
investigate the effect of tidal current on nearshore sediment transport. However, the
nearshore sediment transport does not induce by tidal current but induces by the wave
effects. The aim of this study is to model the effects of shoreline changes to the jetties
located along coastal water of Chendering, Malaysia.
METHODOLOGY
Study Area
The study area is located in the South China Sea between 5° 14' N to 5° 18' N and 103°
10' E to 103° 12' E. This area lies in an equatorial region dominated by two monsoon
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seasons (Rosnan 1987 and Maged 1994). The southwest monsoon lasts from May to
September while the northeast monsoon lasts from October to March. The monsoon
winds affect the direction and magnitude of the waves. Strong waves are prevalent
during the northeast monsoon when the prevailing wave direction is from the north
from December to February, while during the southwest monsoon (May to September),
the wave direction from the south (Wong 1981). The rate of longshore drift based on
wave effects is about 40,000 to 50,000 cubic meters per year (Stanely et al 1985).
Wave Spectra Model
Wave spectra are derived from the C-band ERS-1 by applying two-dimensional Fourier
Transform from PCI's EASI/PACE image-processing system this. The wave spectra
derived from C-band ERS-1 were mapped into the real wave spectra by using quasi-linear
model. This model was simplified by Vachon et al (1994) as follows
S (Q) = H (Kx; Kc) S (L) S (k) (1)
where S (Q) is a quasi- linear transform function, Kx is wave number azimuth direction;
Kc is the cut-off wave number, which function of wind speed. S (k) is an
ERS-1 wave spectrum while S (L) is real wave spectra measured in situ.
Equation 1 used to model significant wave height (Hs) along the jetty as
Hs (Kc)= F (Kc, U) (2)
where U is wind speed m/s.
The modulation spectra were used to model the wave diffraction feature along the
jetty located on Chendering port. The method of Huygen was used to plot wave ray
diffraction.
Shoreline Change Model
The governing equation for shoreline position y is given by
aY/at + l/D(dQ/dx ± q) = 0 (3)
where x is the longshore coordinate, t is the time, D is the depth of closure (beyond
which the profile is assumed not to be move), and Q is the longshore sand transport
rate. The predictive expression for the longshore transport rate is taken as
Q = Hb 2Cg b /16(p s /p-l)(l-p)*(K1sin2eb s-2k2aHb /axcotPcos0b s) (4)
where C^ is the wave group velocity at the jetty line, (ps(p) is the sand water density, p
is the sand porosity, 6^ is the angle of the breaking wave crests to the shoreline and tan
P is the beach slope. The coefficient Kj and K^ are treated as the parameters in the
calibration of the model (Kraus et al 1984).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
peaks propagated from southeas
spectra approached the jetties, the wave spectra turn to propagate toward the southwest
Fig. la shows tnat the wave t direction. When the wave
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Fig. 1. (a) Wave spectra model
from Ers-1 data
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direction and tend to curve along the jetties (Fig. la). The wavelength along the jetties
ranged from 25 m to 100 m (Figure lb). It obvious that the wavelength decreased when
the wave spectra changed their directions (Figure lb). Figure 2 shows that the wave
orthogonal tended to curve along the jetties. The wavelength decreased near the jetties
and inside the port. This indicates that the wave diffraction patterns. A similar finding
is in Fig. 1. Figure 3 shows that the longshore current vectors moved with velocity ranged
from 0.3 m/s to 1.3 m/s towards the northwest direction. The maximum velocity was
observed in the south jetty while the minimum velocity was observed in the north jetty.
This means that the jetty could reduce the longshore current velocity. The longshore
current curved inside the port and moved out the port with minimum velocity towards
the north of Chendering. Figure 4 shows that the erosion occurred in the south of
Chendering and north of Chendering with approximately 4 m/month. The sedimentation
occurred near to the south jetty with -2.3 m/ month.
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Fig. 2. Wave diffraction pattern along Port Chendering
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Fig. 4, Shoreline change modeled by quasi-linear transform
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It can be explained that the mechanism of the shoreline change along the Chendering
as: the southerly wave when approached the jetty diffracted and induced strong
longshore current at the southerly jetty. This southerly jetty trapped all the sediment
transport and deposited beside the jetty. This action caused erosion in the south of
Chendering. Inside the Chendering port the current meander and carried the sediment
out the port causing erosion inside the port. The sediment carried out from the
Chendering deposited along the north jetty. Due to the weak littoral drift the shoreline
extends along the north of Chendering exposed to erosion by less than 3 m/month.
These results are not similar to study of Stenely et al (1985). This is because that Stenely
et al., 1985 did not use the diffraction as an index of erosion and sedimentation.
Fig. 5 shows that the rate of erosion could be exceeded to 5 m/year with 10 years.
This finding suggested that the location of the jetty cause continuos erosion along the
year. The ground data coincided with the quasi-linear model. This can be suggested that
high accuracy involve with the model.
In spite of that, August represents a southwest monsoon season in which characterized
by less wave energy in coastal water of Kuala Terengganu, erosion occurred along the
Chendering shoreline. This suggests a future study, which includes the modeling of the
shoreline change along the Chendering by using the integration of Kapas Island and
jetty in shoreline configuration.
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Fig. 5. Shoreline erosion rate in south of Chendering over 10 years
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, ERs-1 data could be used to derive the jetty effects in shoreline
configuration. This is because that the ERS-1 data can be used to model wave information
compare to classical methods. The shoreline change simulated from ERS-1 data suggested
that jetty caused erosion along the coastal water of Chendering. With above study it was
found that the rate of erosion could be increased with time.
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ABSTRAK
Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) and distributed computing have been
termed as the next paradigm of computing which allows users to interact and collaborate
with each other seamlessly over the network. As a result, many collaborative distributed
CSCW system have been proposed and developed. However, most of the system fall short
in providing platform independent system that address many real-world needs of users
working together in a CSCW system. In this paper, efforts have been focused on creating
a Distributed Computer Supported Collaborative Work environment for efficient
collaborative editing and interaction among the participating users over the internet that
support asynchronous and synchronous collaboration. Java has been used developed
language.
Keyword: Distributed, Collaboration, CSCW, Java
INTRODUCTION
CSCW is the study of how people may work together using computer technology to
facilitate human interaction for problem solving. It looks at the way people interact and
collaborate with each other, and attempts to suggest guidelines for developing technology
to assist in the communication process. The advance of networking and distributed
technology like CORBA1, DCOM2, Voyager3 and RMI4 has made the CSCW concepts an
ideal and viable solution for improving productivity and innovation. People can now
communicate, interact, collaborate, search or send information with just a simple mouse
click regardless of location and time. Internet and Java™5 technology further accelerate
the adoption of computer technology in research and industry.
This trend might be extended to a flexible-working trend in the future. In contrast
to the traditional working style (with employees actually clocking in and off of shifts
controlled by factory klaxons), future employees might come and go within certain
hours, and would be free to organize their time as long as they meet the deadlines. In
another scenario, employees might just work from their home, eliminating the need to
commute to the office and meet their colleagues face to face.
CSCW system plays an important role on the success of teamwork and flexible-
working concepts. CSCW system will assist groups in communicating, collaborating and
coordinating their activities. While the idea of supporting these activities is not new, the
realization of any form of computer support has been more difficult than most would
1. OMG Home page CORBA http://www.omg.org/
2. Microsoft Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM). http;//www.microsoft, com/com/dcom.asp
3. Object Space Voyager. H=http://www.objectspacexom/products/voyager/index.html
4. JavaTM Remote Method Invocation. http//iava.sun.com/products/jdk/rmi/index.html
5. JavaTM Technology Home. Http://java.sun.com/
6. Flexible JAMM (Java Applet Made Multiuser). http://simon.cs.vtedu/jamm
7. Tango2. TANGO 2 Documentation." http://trurl/krzysztof/tangodoc/
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have anticipated. This is because of the diverse nature of task undertaken by groups,
diffrerent styles of group working, and a host of behavioral factors which are difficult to
overcome. The challenge to the CSCW designer will be to come out with a solution to
solve different problem domains of a workgroup environment. Recent (Shirmohammadi
& Georgamas 1997), projects like JAMM6, Tango7 and JETS by MCRLab of University of
Ottawa8, show various approaches utilizing different techniques and models to create
CSCW system. Java Distributed Collaborative Environment (JDCE) is an attempt to offer
different solution for solving problem in a general system.
COLLABORATION MODEL
Asynchronous Collaboration
In asynchronous collaboration, the interaction between users happens regardless of the
time factor. Users are not required to be online simultaneously for collaboration. Users
can log on to the system at different times but still can collaborate on the shared data
as long as the collaboration system is running. There is also no strict timing requiremet
for data delivery. Users can log in into the system and modify the shared data at any time
while the system will maintain the consistency of the data. The system updates the
modified data to other users at later times when they log in into the system again. It is
the main responsibility of the asynchronous system to make sure that all the users get
the updated shared data. In this case, the reliability of the data delivered becomes the
key factor of asynchronous system. Example of asynchronous collaboration system is
email, Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) (Kantor 8c Lapsley 1986).
Synchronous Collaboration
In synchronous collaboration, users must be online simultaneously for collabration. A
message sent from one users is immediately sent to all others in the same collaboration
session. There are two general approaches to provide awareness for synchronous
collaboration. One is the sharing of legacy single-users applications. This is referred to
as collaboration transparency because the sharing is provided by a mechanism that is
unknown, or transparent to the advantage of allowing the users to utilize legacy
application that they are familiar with and, thus increases the productivity of the users.
Several collaboration transparency systems that have been implemented include Old
Dominion University's XTV(Abdel - Wahab and Feit 1991), Sun Microsystem' ShowMe
SharedApp(1994) and Microsoft's Netmeeting (1998).
The second approach, known as collaboration awareness, is where the application
are specifically developed to support cooperative work. These applications may be
developed ad hoc or with a groupware toolkit such as the University of Calgary's
GroupKit (Roseman & Greenberg 1996) and Old Dominion University's Java Collaborator
Toolset (JCT) (Abdel - Wahab et al 1996). This approach offers the freedom of building
more visual awareness to the applications targeting special collaborative activities. This
type of synchronous collaboration model has been adopted in JDCE.
Hybrid Collaboration Model
JDCE is a CSCW system that implements the hybrid model were both the asynchronous
and synchronous model are supported. This provides the maximum flexibility for users
working in this environment.
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Fig 1. JDCE client-server architecture
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In a collaborative environment, the resources and users are normally distributed over a
vast network. The system needs to provide the communication channels for efficient
interaction between users and the system. Various architectures requirements of a
particular system and application. Generally, collaboration architecture can be divided
into three main models:
• Client-server architecture - centralized model
• Server network architecture - partially distributed model
• Peer-to-peer architecture - fully distributed model
JDCE has been implemented using the client-server architecture since the client of JDCE
is built as Java applet where it can only connect to the originating server. Fig. 1 shows
the diagram of client-server architecture implemented in JDCE.
A central points of communication makes it easy for message routing and state
management. Access to the system can be controlled easily and different floor control
can be applied for effective collaboration. This architecture also allows the implementation
of shared object that are accessible by all the users. Shared object helps in keeping the
consistency of the application shared-data state. The server control access to the shared
object through an object looking mechanism. A user who wants to change the share
object state must look at the shared object first, perform the modification and release
the lock. Other users are only allowed to modify the shared object when the lock on the
object is released. This approach is also good for latecomers who can get the latest
shared object states which are synchronized with other users in the same collaboration
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This environment has been built using an object-oriented layering architecture API. The
system layering architecture is presented as illustrated in Fig. 2. The purpose of using
the layering architecture is to partition the system into layers responsible for different
tasks. A clear interface is defined between layers, which provide a public protocol for
communication between them. Thus, changes in one layer will not have any effect on
other layer.
At the top layer, there exist various multimedia application like video conference,
electronic notebook, shared whiteboard and distance learning applications. These
applications use the services of Multimedia Object API.
The second layer is a Multimedia Object API. This layer has been constructed using
object-oriented approach and consists of object classes that can be used to generate,
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Client and server application
Multimedia Object API
Collaborative Multimedia Network Services
Distributed services
(Socket, CORBA, RMI, or VOYAGER)
Operating System and Physical Network
Fig 2. Object-oriented layering architecture API
display and modify the content of multimedia data. Example of the multimedia object
classes are text, graphics, audio and video object classes. Most of the new Java Media
APIs have been incorporated into this layer. An open approach is used to accommodate
future media that are not supported now.
The third layer consists of distributed multimedia services that are needed to
support the operation and management of distributed multimedia applications. This
layer is further divided into different subsystem that provide different services to the
multimedia applications. The subsystem are Communication Service, Session Service,
Naming Service and Management Service.
The fourth layer offers distributed network services. Currently, Java socket has been
used as the vehicle of the distributed services. However, these services can be easily
extended to include the support for CORBA, Java RMI or voyager distributed system.
SYSTEM INDEPENDENT COLLABORATION PROTOCOL (SICAP)
The performance of this environment has been improved by the introduction of a
system-independent Collaboration Access Protocol (SICAP). SICAP is a high level
protocol. Fig. 3 illustrates the communication between SICAP and other distributed
services like CORBA, RMI, Voyager and network protocols.
The key design objective of SICAP is to increase the efficiency, utilization and
performance of client-server communication by reducing the bandwidth usage and yet
offer a wide range of functions and facilities that are needed for distributed collaborative
Server Client
SICAP
r
A
CORBA, RMI, VOYAGER
A
Network Protocol
Fig 3. Communication between SICAP, client and server
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environments. More detail description about SICAP are available in (Boon Kok et al
1998).
IMPLEMENTATION
JDCE Server
TheJDCE server is the main component of the JDCE system. The JDCE server consists
of several modules. Fig. 4 illustrates the general structure of the server and relationship
between them.
Community Manager is a module that controls the operation of the whole server. It
accepts messages from a client and responds to the client's request through a well
known port number. This module has direct control of the session manager modules.
It keeps a lists of all active sessions currently in the system. Actions such as joining or
leaving a session and session creation are handled by the community manager module.
Any changes in the system state are broadcast to all members in the community. The
module is also responsible for terminating the session when there is no users left in the
session. It communicates with the administration manager to receive configuration
setting and system data. Only one instance of such a module exists in running server.
Administration Manager is a module that provides the functionality for system
administrator to change and set up the configuration of the server. In the current
implementation, only the system administrator has direct acces to this module. This is
to protect any changes to the system level state by unauthorized users. As with the
community manager, each running server has only one instance of the administration
manager module.
Session manager is a module responsible for controlling and providing services for
all activities in a session. Each session created is associated with one instance of this
module. Each module keeps a list of application handler that can be referred by the
client applications. This module accepts control messages from the community manager
directly and its controls all the application handler running under the same session. It
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accepts connection from a session window on the client. Client messages are broadcast
to all users in the same session only. There may exist many session manager in the server
depending on how many session have been created. However, there is only one session
manager for a session.
Application Handler is the module that handles all the application event messages
from the client applications. Each application handler is a unique implementation that
matches a corresponding collaborative application running on the client side. For an
example, a collaborative document editor application handler on the server. This
application handler interprets all the messages send by this application and responds to
the messages. There may exist multiple instances of a particular application handler in
the server but only one instance of a particular application handler can exist in one
session.
Database Manager is a module that controls the access to the system database.
Initially, this module was supposed to provide an interface to control an object-oriented
database management system that keeps all the data and multimedia objects in the
system. However, due to some problems in getting necessary equipment, the object-
oriented database management system (OODBMS) (with object query language support)
has not been implemented. Instead, this module is used to provide persistent object
services to store and retrieve the multimedia object and data. A simple object-oriented
database management system (without support for object query language) is implemented
partially and is controlled by this module. All application handler send request to the
database manager directly for getting any multimedia object. The administration manager
accesses the database manager directly when updating the system database.
The server functions are discussed in (Boon Kok et al 1998a) and (Boon Kok et al
1998b). A snapshot of the running server are shown in Fig. 5.
JDCE Client
The JDCE client consists of three important components for the proper operation of the
client; Mainapplet, Session Window and Collaborative Application. Fig. 6 shows the
three components of the client and relationship between them.
Fig 5. JDCE sewer in action
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Fig 7. Mainapplet in action
Fig 8. Session Window ofJDCE client
The Mainapplet is the main component of theJDCE client. Mainapplet is the central
control for theJDCE client. This component provides the necessary user interface for
a user to log in remotely to the server. This component communicates with the server
directly to establish a connection for control message distribution. It is also displays all
running session in the server and all the active users in the system. Any changes to the
system state are send to Mainapplet by the server. This component controls the creation
of Session Window and passing the necessary data to the Session Window like port
number of the corresponding session manager on the server. There is only one instance
of Mainapplet in every running client. Mainapplet screen shot is shown in Fig. 7.
The Session Window is a component that groups a set of collaborative application
that are available for a particular session. When a user join a particular session, this
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Fig 9. Graphics editor in action
70. Word editor in action
window is created dynamically by the Mainapplet. When created, this component opens
a connection to the corresponding session manager and passes it to the right application
ID that comes with the message. The Session Window is shown in Fig. 8.
The Collaborative Application is a tool that provides facility for collaborative work.
A set applications which provides different functionalities has been included in each
session to help the users to finish their tasks. These application can be activated through
the Session Window. Any application event message received from the Session Window.
JDCE provides various collaborative applications such as chat client, graphics editor and
word editor. Figs. 9 and 10 show snapshot of the graphics editor and word editor
respectively.
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CONCLUSION
A new multimedia distributed CSCW environment has been presented which permits
workers in different physical location to work together on a multimedia document using
internet resources. The set-up of user interface is an improvement in earlier proposals
in that a reduction in bandwidth has been achieved, more collaborative- aware user
interface has been designed and text and graphics editing is possible as a collaborated
activity.
Though the system has been developed using Java, it is flexible enough to incorporated
different kind of existing user environment. The effectiveness of the operation with
CORBA and similar ORB environments is still under investigation.
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